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It’s a great achievement that Cove Sailing club are
celebrating our centenary anniversary in 2019, writes Kieran
Dorgan, Commodore of Cove Sailing Club.

Cove Sailing Club has a very proud history
and has formed a central part of sailing in
Cork harbour over the last 100 Years.
The 2019 committee are fully
committed to developing sailing in Cobh and
to expanding and developing the club.
The next few years provide an
opportunity to put sailing in Cobh firmly on
the map and to provide universal access to
the water for all the people of Cobh. The
population in Cobh is growing continuously
and this provides us the opportunity to
introduce and encourage people from
all walks of life to the wonders that Cork
harbour has to offer.
We plan to work closely with Irish

Sailing and other clubs within the harbour to
adapt to the challenges of encouraging new
boat ownership and participation in sailing.
This will include encouraging dinghy racing
in Cobh and helping develop young sailors to
participate in regional and national events.
We look forward to celebrating this year
and the coming together of current members
with the many past members of the club.
It provides an opportunity for everybody to
remember the many great years of the club
and we hope that this may encourage new
members and maybe re-ignite the passion for
sailing from some of our past members.
Over the last year we have worked on
securing financial backing from SECAD, Cork
County Council and Cobh credit Union in
order to progress the marina project. This will
ensure that Cobh finally has a much needed
marina that will provide a fantastic amenity
for the people of Cobh and East Cork. This
will open Cove Sailing club to many visiting
boats and with excellent access to Cobh and
Cork visiting sailors can be sure of a special
welcome.
We hope that this booklet can capture
some of the great events and memories
from sailing in Cobh over the years. We are
very grateful to all the members that have
contributed to the booklet and many thanks
to all the sponsors that have helped to make
this happen. As we celebrate the last 100
years, we look forward to the next 100 years
of sailing in Cobh..
I would like to wish you all the best for
a great season, both on and off the water.
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RNLI

As you reach the ripe old age of a century, we, the
volunteers in Crosshaven Lifeboat Station send our
heartiest congratulations to the members of Cove
Sailing Club, writes Jon Mathers

Like you, lifeboats have been
around Cork harbour for a long time
too, albeit with a small break of some
eighty years.
The first lifeboat in the harbour
was at Queenstown (Cobh) in 1866
and was a 34’ self righter. In 1874,
The station was relocated to near
(what is now) the Port Ops Building
with an all tide slipway and in 1890
a number 2 station was added with
the lifeboat afloat on a mooring. The
RNLI operated out of this building
until 1920. The building still stands
and is in use by the Sea Scouts.
In 2000, a new station was
formed on evaluation and equipped
with an Atlantic 21 lifeboat. During
this period of evaluation, the lifeboat
was kept afloat at the Royal Cork
Yacht Club and the crew used a
container for their gear. In 2002 a
new lifeboat station was opened at

Hugh Coveney Pier, along with a
new Atlantic 75 lifeboat “Miss Betty”,
generously funded by Clayton Love.
In 2016, Crosshaven received
the latest Atlantic 85 Inshore lifeboat
and this is named “Janet and John”,
funded by an unknown benefactor.
The station averages between 40 and
45 service calls per year.
In 2020, We also will be hosting
celebrations to mark the 20 year
milestone at Crosshaven. do come
and join us.
Whilst ‘Saving lives at Sea”
by lifeboat is still the RNLI’s main
focus, other initiatives such as the
Community Lifesaving team who
offer advice and demonstrations to
yacht clubs, Divers, Kayakers etc
covering all things safety, are very
active in Crosshaven. This is free
service and all that is required is a
phone call to set up.

The Education team, hosts visits
of school children to the lifeboat
station as well as touring National
schools, scout groups, etc. to give
safety presentations on or near
the water. Both these initiatives help
reduce the number of incidents that
lifeboats may have to attend. Again a
phone call is all that is required. But,
if you do find yourself in
trouble on the water, please don’t
hesitate to contact the Coast Guard
at the earliest opportunity. Seemingly
small problems can escalate very
quickly and we would rather be
“stood down” en route than have to
manage an out of control incident.
Many congratulations on this
milestone. We hope you enjoy the
celebrations.
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CSC Trophies

Ballincurra Cup

Bar Rock Trophy

Cork Harbour One Design

Spit Lighthouse Trophy

CSC Commodores
Cove has an illustrious history, and a long line of
Commodores have made that possible
1919 - 1936
1937 - 1937
1938 - 1938
1939 - 1943
1945 - 1947
1949 - 1952
1953 - 1953
1955 - 1957
1958 - 1958
1959 - 1959
1960 - 1960
1962 - 1964
1965 - 1965
1966 - 1966
1967 - 1967
1968 - 1970
1971 - 1973
1974 - 1976
1977 - 1979

Capt. E. O’Regan
R. Robinson (Vice)
Mr. P . Lynch (Vice)
Capt. E. O’ Regan
Mr. W.J. Vickery
Mr. R. Alymer Hall
Mr.T. Casey (Rear) C
Mr. James Horgan
Mr. Wm. O’Connell
Mr. R. Alymer Hall
Mr. J.F Murphy
Mr. T. M. O’ Halloran
Brian O Connell
Ms Joan Denver
Brian O Connell
Eamon English
Jimmy Horgan
Bill Reidy
Brian O Connell

1980 - 1982
1983 - 1985
1986 - 1987
1988 - 1989
1990 - 1992
1993 - 1994
1995 - 1997
1998 - 1999
2000 - 2001
2002 - 2003
2004 - 2004
2005 - 2005
2006 - 2007
2008 - 2009
2010 - 2012
2013 - 2015
2016 - 2916
2017 - 2017
2018 - 2019

Noel Cunningham
Eddie English
Terrie Roberts
Mary English
John Doyle
Helen Cadogan
Pat Finn
Barry Dorgan
Brian Curtis
Noel O Regan
Robert Keating
Kevin O Regan
Richard Marshall
Dave Doyle
Derri Alister
Adrian Tyler
Aiden McAleavy
Johanna Murphy
Kieran Dorgan

1930s

Sailing in The 1930’s in Cove sailing Club

Gas Buoy Trophy

Keb Sealy
Memorial Cup

Lipton Perpetual
Challenge Cup

Little Devil Cup

Lipton Cup O’Regan
Memorial Cup

National 18 Masters Cup

Pollack Rock Trophy

Foley Rose Bowl

The early 30’s were changing times for
the club and numbers in the “A” class
were depleted with only one yacht
racing the “Maia”. But to the delight of
then then committee the “B: class was
enjoying very healthy numbers. With
S. Dolan’s “Crimson Dawn and J.H.
Fitzgearld “Paula” joining the fleet.
Due to the outright win of many
trophies the Club had found its self with
very little silverware left. Mr. H. Loane
kindly donated a Silver Trophy and it was
to be called The “Loane Cup.”
In 1933 the club lost one of its most
active members Mr. W. Horgan who sailed
a variety of yachts very successfully
called “Freedom.”
In 1935 A hotly contested Ladies
race took place four boats competed
sailing the “B” class yachts the four ladies
were Miss English sailing Evelyn, Miss
Wintle sailing “Pansy” Miss Horne sailing
Nomad and Miss Townsend sailing “Paula.
The race was won by Miss English.
The 30’s also introduced a new

sailing boat to the club. The “Snipe” is
an American designed boat of about
fourteen feet in lenght and almost
flat-bottomed, They were of a light
construction with four of the class built
locally by enthusiastic owners carrying a
crew of two people.
In 1939 a unique record was
established in Cork Harbour, That of a
dead-heat decision in two sailing events
within a space of four days.The onedesigners Imp and Querida crossed the
finishing line at the same moment to
decide the holder of the “Masters Cup”
and the same happed four days later.
Cove Sailing club welcomed a new
boat in 1939 Mr. Cyril Rowe’s “Sylvia” a
half decker from Cahirciveen that carried
only two hands.
Mr. Eric Loane had an unexpected
experience in 1939 when sailing his yacht
“Cove Girl” while sailing single handed he
was hit by a squall close to the northeast corner of Haulbowline and the boat
capsized. A number of motor launches

and rowing boats from Haulbowline and
Cove were quickly on the scene and
the boat was taken in tow by a motor
launch owned by the Cork harbour Oil
Wharves,Ltd. “Cove Girl was undamaged
and brought back to her morning in
whitepoint.
“In 1935 Cove Sailing Club had a
full muster of boats for the first time
in four season and they raced for the
“Loano Pertetual Cup” This event was
hotly contested and eventually won by
P.R Woodley sailing “Maia” The viceCommodore Mr. J. Vickery officiated as
officer of the day.
The annual general meeting in 1939,
was the first occasion that members
of the “Fair Sex” were officiated to the
committee. These ladies were Miss T.
Horne and Miss M. English.
Mr. G. Radley become the owner of
Nanette and Mr. Clarke after a lifelong
association with the club had decided to
retire and sold his boat “Pansy” to H. M.
And Mrs Allely

SafeTrx

SafeTrx, the leading non-GMDSS maritime
smartphone safety application, is in use in 12
countries, and growing rapidly, writes Paul Ryan

Briefly, SafeTrx is a vessel tracking
and alerting solution that is designed
to take the search out of Search and
Rescue. The app was designed in close
co-operation with Coast Guard and
SAR professionals around the world
and specifically developed to work
in areas where mobile phone cover
can be mixed. In 2018, over 562 SAR
assistance and rescue missions were
tasked by boat users using SafeTrx.
In the Netherlands over 10% of all
lifeboat missions were triggered by
SafeTrx while in Norway over 12% of
all lifeboat missions were triggered by
SafeTrx.
 	 The SafeTrx Flotilla race
management and tracking software
gives race organisers the ability to
plan, manage and deliver live tracking
on a web-based race viewer. Race
participants locations are available
to race organisers and the Search

and Rescue (SAR) authorities in
case of emergencies. Flotilla gives
customers the capability to create and
manage multiple competitions and
race series, setting parameters such
as event timings, routes, waypoints
etc. The software has been used to
track multiple events in New Zealand,
Australia, South Africa, the UK and
Holland and will be used to track and
view a charity jetski event in Wales
in June 2019. Last year the software
was tested here in Cork on the Cove
to Blackrock race, where a number of
vessels were tracked, including some of
the Kinsale fleet who sailed up to the
Cobh starting mark on the morning of
the race.
The software delivered immediate
benefits for the organisers of South
Africa’s premier surfski race, the
Freedom Paddle, from Cape Town
around Robben Island on April 27th

2018, the first time the software was
used. Six kilometres from the finish
line one of the paddlers pretty much
collapsed and hit the emergency button
on SafeTrx. The South African Maritime
Safety Authority (SAMSA) and the NSRI
South African lifeboat service were
alerted and the lifeboat was dispatched
to the exact location of the stricken
paddler.
Similarly, the PE2EL Surf Ski
Challenge, from Port Elizabeth to East
London in South Africa, which ran from
the 5th to the 8th of December 2018
used SafeTrx Flotilla. The PE2EL is a
four day open ocean racing surfski
marathon over a 250 km course
on the “Sunshine Coast”. The race
is widely regarded as the toughest
surfski race in the world and attracts
elite competitors. Bulla Wood, race
organiser, said “Our 4 day race is
held on perhaps the wildest and most

remote coastline in South
Africa. On day 2 of the 2018
race a paddler lost their ski
and was left swimming 2km
out to sea. Flotilla assisted
the situation and helped us to
rescue the paddler in minutes.
The human and financial saving
was immeasurable.” Tim Fey,
the paddler who was rescued,
said “Losing my surfski 2 km
out to sea was a frightening
experience. SafeTrx played a
vital role in my rescue. Using
SafeTrx meant my rescuers
knew my exact position; it took
the search out of the rescue.
Seeing the rescue boat coming
straight towards me was an
incredible feeling.”
8 West Consulting, the
developer of SafeTrx, has
also partnered with Frank
Kowalski’s Safehaven Marine.
Safehaven is planning to
set a new transatlantic
record with Thunder Child
II, from Canada to Ireland.
8 West has a leadership

role in new technologies for
the project, collaborating
with Dell, Microsoft
and Navarino (a leading marine
communications technology
company).The software and
equipment that the 8 West, Dell
and Navarino team is putting
on board the 22 metre long,
four engine, 2600HP, 100kph,
Thunder Child II vessel will
allow it to stream live data from
the middle of the Atlantic.
To learn more about
SafeTrx visit www.safetrxapp.
com
SafeTrx Flotilla Event - safety
first with low cost marine event
tracking.
• Full integration with Search
and Rescue authorities where
SafeTrx is implemented
• Race management and
scheduling for event organizers
• Secure
• Anytime, anyplace viewing
• Cloud based
• Zero hardware installation
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COBH 1919
Looking back at Cobh a century ago, then named
Queenstown, it seems little has changed, writes Jim Shealy

It is often said that ‘The More things

raided in search of guns. Queenstown

and Flanders Fields. However the

Change the More they Stay the Same.’

Town Councils meetings were concerned

Ireland they returned to had changed

Issues exercising the minds of the local

with the local taxi cars, when they

dramatically from what they had left,

authorities and local constabulary could

withdrew the permits of two drivers,

now throughout the country the guns

well be on the agenda or summon sheet

D. Twomey and J. Kidney who were

were being taken out and henceforth the

of the present incumbents. Breaches

reported for refusing a fare, the state of

fight would be on native soil, this time

of the peace for illegal collections for

the Deep Water Quay, dumping rubbish

to establish the Republic we now live in

‘Republican Prisoners Dependants’ was

over the wall at Queen Steet now

and for which the brave men of 1916

the charge put to two young local girls,

Connolly Street, dumping of household

had, just three years earlier sacrificed

Madge Frahill and Lena Collins who were

refuse at Newtown Road, lack of street

their lives.

fined two shillings and sixpence each for

lightning and complaints from the rate

Cobh being a seaport, it was

the offence. Incredibly now, but a young

payers at the lack of maintenance to

natural that ships and shipping related

man James Clements was fined for

lighting at the Lower Road and the Deep

occurrences would be of interest and so

playing hurling on the street and in his

Water Quay, all very familiar issues to

this was the scenario in early Jan 1919,

defence it was claimed he had no choice

today’s residents.

when a captured German Uboat , UB

as there was no public park in which

The town of Cobh in the early 20th.

98 which had been a war prize having

to play. Burglaries were a common

C. could be described as a microcosm of

surrendered only weeks before sailed

occurrence and early in the year there

the country itself. In 1919 the 1st. World

into the harbour to huge curiosity from

are incidence’s of burglars being charged

War was fresh on the mind as it had

locals and visitors alike when it docked

and fined for such offences.’ Mirmar’,

only come to a cessation in November

alongside the Deep Water Quay.

a house at French’s Walk was burgled

of the previous year and Queenstown,

by two British soldiers from the nearby

similar to most town and villages in

it appears was a favourite pastime.

barrack and on the other side of town

Ireland witnessed the return of its

Though soccer was strong in the town

other houses were burgled including a

youthful soldiers who had gone during

the Ramblers would not be founded

‘little house in Whitepoint’ which was

this war to fight in Jutland, Gallipoli

for another three years, however the

For recreation in 1919, sport

Cove Hurling Club were in a position

of years of toil and planning and the

the Christmas Pudding for 1 shilling

to acquire a new premises for their

raising of finances going back to the

and eleven pence, and the Christmas

headquarters when they took out a lease

previous century and the great work

Cake for the pricly sum of four and

for a property on the Old Street. Hunting

of the Building committee under the

six. The year came to its conclusion

with hounds was another favourite

presiding eye of the then Bishop Of

with the Christmas celebrations and

pastime and the local Queenstown

Cloyne Bishop William Keane.

the Christmas mass in the newly

Coursing Club were able to muster over

1919 was also the year that the

consecrated Cathedral. The Bishop of

150 people for their meets which began

American Navy’s deployment to Europe

Cloyne Dr. Brown celebrated three

at Ticknock under the stewardship

and their base in Queenstown came

masses on the day, organist Mr. L.

of Mr. Denis Duggan. For the sailing

to an end. Advertisements appeared

Manley played the ‘Adeste Fidelis’ and

enthusiast the R.C. Y. C. Queenstown

in the local and national press offering

the newly formed choir under their

was busy organising open racing in the

everything, including the kitchen

director Rev W. F. Brown sang their first

harbour followed by entertainment after

sink for sale. Before departing they

mass in the Cathedral.

with music by the band of the Essex

had exhumed the bodies of seven

Regiment on the Club Quay. Cycling and

servicemen who had been interred in

harbour was invaded by swarms of sea

cricket also had a lot of local followers

the Old Church graveyard. The bodies

gulls driven inland by the extremely

for their particular discipline

were repatriated to America for reburial.

cold weather and fighting for any scraps

Of course the most important event to

This however was not the last Cobh or

of food they could find. On December

happen in Queenstown in 1919 was the

Europe would see of the American Navy

27th. the trains in to Queenstown were

ceremony surrounding the consecration

as they to the present day are frequent

disrupted when a stone thrown from

of St. Coleman’s Cathedral which was

visitors to the town.

the Lower road broke the window of

held on Sunday August 24th. of that

Christmas festivities could be

the engine and narrowly missed the

year. Religious and lay dignitaries from

experienced by a trip in to Cork to the

driver. This incident could be seen as

all over the country assembled at the

Opera House to enjoy the musical ‘A

an ominous precursor of what was to

Cathedral to witness the Archbishop

Southern man’ or to the Coliseum for

come as in the years to follow a lot

of Tuam Cardinal Logue preside over

the annual pantomime ‘Babes in the

more serious actions would unfold which

the ceremonies assisted by seventeen

Wood’ before going home one could call

would bring profound changes to the

prelates. This event was the culmination

in to Woodford Bourne and purchase

town.

On the final days of the year the

numerous filters, shackles, belts and
spares. I installed a fresh water filter
system that removed the boat taste

Crossing
the Atlantic

from drinking water, also a salt water
tap which we used to rinse plates before
washing, and to wash potatoes and fruit.
The seals around all the cabin windows
were replaced and a replacement timber
template stowed in case one of them
blew in.
Finally on the 2nd of August 2006
we cast off from East Ferry Marina and

Donal O’Driscoll writes about his crossing
of the Atlantic on Ré Shuanta

set course for Bayona in Northern Spain.
Timmy Leahy, Sundowner, helped us cast
off our lines and sent us off with roars of
encouragement ringing in our ears. Then
Ben Barrett, RIP, accompanied us on his

The voyage began over dinner one

seaman in me, and so it was going to be

Shuanta which literally translated means

evening, when our son Ronan and

then or never. When Fergal, our other

‘the calm way, the peaceful way,’ and is

Margaret Meade, his fiancée, spoke about

son heard of this, he announced, ‘there

connected to Cape Clear where I was

their honeymoon plans to sail across the

will be no O’Driscoll boat crossing without

born. It marks a passage along the north

Atlantic and spend a year cruising in the

me, I’m also on board.’ Our plan was to

shore of the island, inside Oileán na

Caribbean.

take part in the ARC, the Atlantic Rally for

nÉan. The ferry and local boats use this

Cruisers, which departs from Las Palmas

passage on rough days, as it is always

bit wild but said nothing just wondered

in Gran Canaria at the end of November

calm when the swell is running in the

what boat they were planning to

each year. There was a comfort knowing

bay.

undertake this great adventure on. Three

we wouldn’t be on that vast ocean on our

conversations later he told us straight

own!

My wife Margaret and I thought it a

out it would be on our boat, Ré Shuanta,

We had caught the dream, which

Then came the preparation, the
endless lists, I spent every waking
moment over the next six months

and that we would also be making

was the easy part, now we had to climb

working on the boat in East Ferry, the

the crossing. The madness of the idea

the mountain. Ré Shuanta, a Halberg

counter at home was covered with paper

fermented for a while, it was something

Rassey 41 ketch, built in 1978, was a

and tasks and who was responsible for

we had considered doing when we were

sea kindly boat and I had tested her

what. Ronan took over the charts, sailing

retired and ready, it appealed to the

strengths. We had renamed her Ré

directions, courtesy flags, installing the
SSB radio and aerial, and a modem to
connect us to the internet so we could

boat out to Roches Point, it was a lovely

crossing plus reserves were all stowed

gesture. We ran into a gale at the bottom

sun shining and a gentle breeze. The

in every nook and cranny on the boat,

of Biscay but thankfully our only damage

day has come, we’re crossing an ocean,

with an extra 100 litres of fresh water in

was a broken toilet seat! Over the next

2800 miles, and it seems unreal. At the

drums and bottles under the floor. We

two months we cruised slowly along the

opening ceremony the port manager said

could use 5 litres per person per day, 2

Portuguese coast all the way to Cascais.

‘when these boats leave here, they carry

to drink, we each gave 1 litre to the boat

We experienced some problems with dirty

the hopes and dreams of all those who

for tea, pasta, etc., then we could save

fuel which involved draining the fuel and

are sailing on them and these hopes and

our other 2 litres for rinsing after the salt

replacing the filters. From Cascais we

dreams connect them to all those who

water shower or for washing hair. We

sailed to Madeira, where we once again

have crossed this ocean before.

bought salt water soap and this worked

had fuel problems, then on to Graciosa,

well, also we three men had decided to

after 12 hours at sea we had lost sight of

one of the smallest of the Islas Canarias,

grow beards to save the hassle of trying

all the other boats, we were on our own.

close to Lanzarote. The shake down

to shave in an Atlantic roll!

sailing was almost over.
The week before departure was
simply hectic. Three trollies of dry stores,

I had the lee cloths up and cushions
jammed around me ...

‘Sunday November 26th, 2006. We

enough food for five people for 20 days

woke this morning to blue skies, the

First Aid Box and some equipment for
the galley, one of the most important
items being a ‘doggy bowl’ for each crew
member. This proved invaluable as it held
your dinner when she took a roll! More
lists always appeared.
I wouldn’t even attempt a costing
but our shopping list included - replacing
the standing rigging, the purchase of
an ocean standard life-raft, epirbs and
personal epirbs, renewing all skin fittings
on the hull, a new set of sails, ocean
flares and ocean going safety equipment,
a first aid kit that could almost perform
an operation. Add on a strong rope in
sea drogue and line for stormy waters,

I found it difficult to sleep even though

notes -

and a trolley full of fruit and vegetables,

each day. Margaret looked after the

Photo’s: The O’Driscoll family

We did our best to settle into the rhythm
of the large swell, after my night watch

a log and the following are some of her

two trollies of perishables for the fridge

relay our position to the ARC organisers

the event of needing to be towed, a

During the voyage Margaret kept

Our first radio contact went ok and

(Continued on next page)

The boat has almost a living spirit

boats suffered broken rudders, one yacht

is totting our engine hours for the ARC

of her own, revelling in the freedom of

was abandoned as the skipper suffered a

organisers, Donal is filling out the four

the ocean, she handles the seas very

breakdown, and the crew transferred to

pages long customs form in triplicate

well, on a few occasions I looked back at

another boat. Each little milestone helped

for St. Lucia, and Fergal is practising his

the swell and watched a wave breaking

us along, like when we saw the plotter

harmonica….As night fell there was a

beside her, I was certain it would break

change from 1000 to 999 miles to go. We

huge sense of anticipation on board, silly

right into the cockpit but she just gently

averaged 150 miles each day; Fergal was

jokes were told, banter shared about all

rode over it.’

keeping the pressure on us to increase

the chips that would be eaten… On watch

our speed as he was missing Neasa, his

at 22.00 we could see a glow of light on

On day 10 we reached the midway point, that evening we celebrated,

wife. She would be waiting in St. Lucia

the horizon to the North West from the

poured some of our drinks to Neptune

and they were also on their honeymoon

lights on Martinique…. From the moment

and shared our thoughts on the vastness

year!

of the ocean. I had insisted that we

The English Family &
Cove Sailing Club
Eddie English writes about his family’s
long association with Cove Sailing Club

dawn broke the island was visible ahead,

‘Only 120 miles to go, the wind has

19 feet long and an open boat. (It was

Land Ahoy, we shouted in the best

would gather each afternoon around

picked up again, now at 12.00 UTC we

tradition and danced a little jig on deck…

16.00 for social hour, as usually only the

calculate that in order to arrive tomorrow

Then we rounded Pigeon Island and

crew on watch were in the cockpit, the

morning with the dawn we need to slow

there was Rodney bay opening in front

others sleeping or resting below. At a

down the boat. We have taken down

of us…. We had arrived, 2870 miles in 19

briefing before our departure a doctor

the main and are only using part of the

days, 18 hours and 43 minutes.’

spoke about a crew needing to look

number one head sail to try and keep

out for each other’s mental health. The

her at 5 knots as Donal doesn’t want to

best possible crew, my family, we had

constant almost 70 degree rolling was

arrive in the dark… Everyone appears

tested the boat and ourselves. We

taking its toll on us all, but we were not

to be busy, Margaret is finishing making

enjoyed the Caribbean, the rum, gentle

experiencing any serious problems. Over

mosquito nets to put over the hatches to

sailing and warm seas. The return

the radio we heard a MOB alert, two

keep out any unwelcome visitors, Ronan

voyage, that’s another story.

these trips that inspired me to sail my
original “Holy Grounder” (20’ Salmon
Yawl built by Dave Rankin) to Dublin –
via the Barrow Navigation in 1979.
Around this time East Beach
Corinthians merged with Cove Sailing

I had completed the trip with the

Club. Besides racing punts (E class) there
was the Cobh T class and and of course
the famous 1896 built Cork Harbour One
Designs (C Class). Eamonn sailed on
several of these great boats but mainly
with “Master” Kevin O’ Regan (Houdini)
aboard Cygnet.
There was great racing in the Cove
Sailing Club with the small boats on a
Wednesday evening and the One Designs
on a Saturday. CSC still races for one of
the trophies from those days – the much

An Unmissable Experience!
Cobh, The Queenstown Story
An informative and emotive
story of Irish emigration.
Learn about Cobh’s connection
with Titanic and the Lusitania.
Cobh Heritage Centre, Cobh,
Co. Cork, Ireland.
Open 7 days 9.30 – 5.30
(Sundays 11am)

Nicholas English came from Tipperary to

these boats you were allowed three

coveted Ballinacurra Cup presented for

Cobh in the 1860’s and settled on East

strokes of the oar to assist a tack!!)

“all in handicap” dinghies by the Naval

Beach where he ran a butcher and ship

During the “War Years” or the

service in 1948.

chandlery business. His involvement with

“Emergency” the Cove lads began to look

the sea was in owning a tug. His son Ned

beyond the Harbour and made many

the “Beach” were the Denvir family

(my grandfather) was heavily involved in

cruises down “West” and sailed to Dublin

(European Hotel)- my dad’s first cousins.

all civic matters in the town and indeed

in Clayton Love’s “Tertia” and indeed

Jim was a handy sailor and his sisters

he helped his children become involved

aboard George Radley’s “Nanette” – only

Joan and Sheila were too – indeed

in the fledgling Cove Sailing Club. The
Club’s base was East Beach – perfect for
all the English family. My dad Eamonn
sailed with his brothers and sisters as a
nipper with Cove Sailing Club and was
involved in the foundation of a very
localised club – “East Beach Corinthians”.
The families involved included the
Denvirs, Fitzgeralds, James’s, Twomeys,
Radleys, Caseys, Loves and Englishs.
They sailed anything that floated and
a sail could be a window blind! As time
progressed their ability improved and
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some great racing and cruising ensued.
At the time Eamonn English sailed a punt
called the “Flo”- part of the E class. (With

Among the sailing families on

John Ronan- “Cygnet of Mourne” and
many more boats. The perfect place for
us Cobh lads to get a great education in
racing and cruising.
Big boat racing really came to the fore
in Cork in the mid ‘70s and of course we
got involved. I sailed with Denis Doyle
on Moonduster, Joe sailed with Clayton
Love, Denis sailed with Jimmy Butler
and at that time JP was mate and chief
crew aboard my dads launch “Conflor”
– the 28’ Hare Island lobster boat.
Sailing with Denis Doyle was a massive
education for me and I put up thousands
of miles racing and on delivery trips. At
the same time I was racing Fireballs,
Mirrors and National 18’s, studying for
my college degree and getting SailCork
Joan Denvir became the first female

“South Australia” in the America’s Cup

Commodore of CSC – a first in Ireland.

in Freemantle in Australia. I followed a

Joan also sailed across the Atlantic and

little later when I joined the crew of Sir

spent time in Antigua – my inspiration for

Richard Matthews’ “Twelve” Crusader in

going there and to keep returning there

Cork Week and other regattas. Happily I

on an annual basis to race in the famous

am still racing with Richard at regattas at

“Antigua Sailing Week”.

home and abroad – 27 years on!

Many of the CSC sailors also sailed

now Irish sailing) began running sailing

and the Royal Munster in Crosshaven.

courses for juniors around the country

Eamonn English was one of the loyal

during the mid 1960’s. We were lucky

crew members on Alymer Halls beautiful

enough to attend these courses and I

Twelve Metre class – the Flica. They

began as an assistant instructor at Cove

competed locally and in offshore races

SC way back in 1969 (50 years ago!!!)

along with the beautiful Eight Metre

– back in those days the stalworths of

class yachts also based in Cobh and

CSC were Commodores- Brian O’ Connell,

Crosshaven. (All part of the A class

Eamonn English, Jimmy Horgan and

fleet). I was lucky enough to sail aboard

Bill Reidy. Besides running courses we

Flica before she was sold . The next

built a whole batch of Mirror dinghies

English to sail aboard a “Twelve” was

and had great racing from East Beach

my brother Joe when he sailed aboard

every Wednesday. Among those who
had mirrors were the Englishs, Johnny
Horgan, the Kidneys, the Allens, the
Murphys, George and David Radley. I
had great fun running the courses (along
with the help of my brother Denis English
and Collie and Oscar O’ Connell) and as
a direct result I was to set up SailCork in
1974 (Originally called “Cork Harbour Sail
Training Centre”!!)
As youngsters we all got to crew on
the “One Designs” and other yachts
based in Cobh – George Radley Senior
brought in the beautiful Swan “Cecille”
from Finland, Lord Harp(Brendan
Murphy) had the amazing “Vivi” a 30 sq
metre, Jim Butler had “TamO Shanter”,

(which we still use 40 years later!!) and
of course our two sailing salmon yawls

role especially on the big days of the

night and added a new dimension to the

the Holy Grounder and the Cobh Pirate-

CSC calendar – the “Marlogue Trophy” –

Club.

built by Dave Rankin.

cruiser race to East Ferry, the “East Ferry

As we entered the new millennium things

Cup” – dinghy race to East Ferry, the

were very busy at SailCork and I was

hive of activity – 30 boats competed for a

“Ballinacurra Cup” and the “Brooklands

also involved in running Cork Week – the

place on the slip and half the town were

Cup”, the Club “At Home”, the Cobh

economy was booming and we were

involved in windsurfing. I enjoyed racing

Regatta and of course the “Blackrock

rather restricted in East Beach. We need

my Hobie Cat with CSC every Wednesday

Race”……..not to forget the social

to be able to use bigger powerboats for

and got really involved in CSC being

occasion of the year the “Cove Laying

our powerboat school, bigger dayboats

Commodore for an extended period in

Up”. We also had a great time welcoming

for dinghy sailing and of course a berth

the 1980’s. I started crewing in the CSC

brother JP’s “Saryah” – the beautiful 120’

for our 36’ Beneteau “Holy Grounder” –

Wed night leagues in the late 1950’s and

ketch which had sailed across the Atlantic

hence our move to East Ferry Marina in

continued competing for over 40m years!

to be here, we continued the “Round

2004.

SailCork (called International Sailing

Island” windsurfing race and of course

originally) had a fine premises at 5 East

enjoyed the success of the fantastic

Whitepoint and holefully we will see a

Beach which served as a clubhouse for

“Cork Week” in Crosshaven. During the

marina there in the near future and see

CSC – those were halcyon days indeed!!

‘90s Barry Dorgan as Commodore of CSC

CSC going on for another 100 years.

During the 1980s East Beach was a

The IYA (Irish Yachting Association –

with the RCYC (then based in Cobh)

Rankin Dinghies, a Falmouth Bass Boat

In the late ‘80s I went to see brother
off the ground as a full time venture.
Something had to give and in 1978 I
went full time teaching sailing. Meanwhile
my brother Joe went to Australia racing
and sailmaking, Denis went working for
Ben Dunne and JP finished school before
embarking on a full time career aboard
superyachts – circling the globe twice!
In the early days of SailCork, I had
great fun building up a fleet– a few

Joe sailing “12 Metres” in Oz before he
came home to head up Ireland’s first
ever entry in the Round the World Race
as skipper of NCB Ireland – a very proud
time for our family.
We opened the ‘90s with the Tall
Ships in Cork and Cobh and it was some
party! Windsurfing began to die out but
East Beach was still a hive of activity
and my mother Mary English took over
as Commodore of CSC. She loved the

introduced Cruiser Racing on a Friday

Cove Sailing Club went west as far as

All photo’s: Eddie English

The Freedoms
William Horgan was born in
Queenstown in 1880. He commenced
serving his time as a apprentice
Shipwright at Cummins Wharf
Boatyard in 1895 at Carrigaloe (later
Gearys and then Martem) writes
Johnny Horgan

FREEDOM III
Freedom III was a Mirror
No.28915 built as part
of the Cove Sailing Club
“Mirror Build” program
during the winter of
1971/2. She was built
in what is now the Cobh
Library. Kit price £107,
complete with spars and
sails. Raced until 1975 and
sold onto the Wilson family
in Glenmore.

FREEDOM V

During that apprenticeship he was fortunate to work on the
building of a number of the William Fife designed One Designs

Freedom V is a Rankin Dinghy. She is
one of the three cold moulded boats of
that design by Eddie Twomey. These
were the precursors to the now famous
Rankin dinghy. Eddie and Eric Rankin
built one each in 1956. Eddie built
Fiona for his own use and Eric built his
boat for sale. She became known as

both in 1895/96 and 1896/97. The yard also built a number of
other notable Fife designs around that time, including Yam (later
renamed Pen Duick 1 and owned by Eric Taberly)
He subsequently worked as a shipwright at the Rushbrooke
and Passage West Drydocks , Harland and Wolff in Belfast and
the Naval Dockyards at Haulbowline. In his own time, he built
a various assortment of boats which included a number of gaff
rigged sailing boats between 12 & 22 feet both for himself and for

the “Reynolds” boat.
In 2017 after much searching,
Maurice Kidney tracked her down.
She needed some work but was very
recoverable. He shanghaied John Horgan
into buying her. A year of work later she
was launched on 04th May 2018. She was
christened Freedom V.

others.

FREEDOM II

FREEDOM
Freedom (1) was built during the 1915/16 winter and
she was christened Freedom, apparently because of the
struggles for an Irish State at the time. She was gaff rigged
and clinker built. In 1919 he was part of the group involved
in establishing Cove Sailing Club.

During the winter of 1919/20, he built a bigger and
faster boat to replace the original Freedom. She too was
given the name Freedom (Freedom II). She was built in
Ballynoe/Carrigaloe near the main road, alongside his
house.
At that time, the Black and Tans, who travelled
frequently on the main road from their base in Cobh, often
came under fire from Republican Forces on the Passage/
Glenbrook side of the river. A number of bullet marks in
the plasterwork of the house above where the boat would
have been built are still visible today. Hence it was decided
to keep the name Freedom.
He and his son Patrick subsequently lengthened her
(pre IOR and IRC), to increase the waterline length. The
racing must have been very keen. Patrick, his son also built
a number of boats of similar size and raced them also.
Freedom II was raced by William (Bill) until his
death in 1933, when his son James (Jimmy) took her
over at 17 years of age. He continued racing her under
the CSC burgee until 1956, when she was sold, to be
replaced by the Maureen, the One Design. Later she was
bought by Stanley Roche (ex Ladybird and Elsie and many
others). She was in a very poor condition at that time and
unfortunately was not a viable restoration project.

EXPERT | SALES | SERVICE
MYRTLEVILLE, IRL
FREEDOM IV
Freedom IV was a Streaker No.204, a 13 foot
single hander. Built by John Horgan from a Jack
Holt design in Ballynoe during the winter of
1976/77, (next door to the original Freedoms 1 and
2). She is still sailing.

Cois Chuain - O’Regan’s Field
Myrtleville, Cork P43 V997
353 0212061769
northsails.com

Joe Stromo working on the
“Reynolds” boat

Cobh Traditional
Sail Regatta
The annual Cobh Traditional Sail Regatta takes place
in the end of June on the waters adjacent to the
amphitheater of the town of Cobh, writes Jack Hickey

The Spirit of Oysterhaven training

The event organized in association with
Cove Sailing Club and the Naval Service
Yacht Squadron. It is an opportunity to
welcome barbeques, traditional music
and sea shanties.
Cobh Traditional Sail pennant derives
from the Cork one design a boat crewed
by four people, would be particular to the

the Carrigaloe Gridiron & Works Company
and launched in June of 1896. Two more
were built at Carrigaloe, three at Passage
West and one in Baltimore, West Cork,
bringing the total to twelve. Sadly only a
few remain sailing today.
Local boat builder the Rankin

Rhona II

Brothers gave their name to the Rankin
these are on the water since the 1950’s
and still going strong today.
This event attracts traditional boats,
which provided a magnificent display

of colour and style, especially on the

when all the boats dress up in there

Saturday in front of the town of Cobh.

colourful flags and sail up river to

The pinnacle of the weekend is the

Ringaskiddy ferry terminal. After a

Parade of Sail on Sunday afternoon,

Starboard turn, they sail back down the
full length of the town of Cobh to the
Spit Lighthouse and then return to finish
in front of the Old Yacht Club building,
which once housed the oldest yacht club
in the world.
In previous years we welcomed
traditional boats from Cornwall, the
Schooners Ruth, Irene and Sorteria, we
also saw the participation of three new
traditional built vessels Brian Boru the
Waterford based 70ft former herring
fishing vessel, transformed into a sail
training vessel. The Joanna Mary a
converted 50ft trawler built in 1941 and
sails out of New Ross in Wexford. She
also led the flotilla at the 2015 Lusitania

Spirit of Oysterhaven
Photo’s: Cobh Trad Sail

on ten teenagers from Cobh on a sail

always LOST”

Centenary Commemorations in Cork
Harbour. Rhona II a 70ft Ketch, built in

Traditional boat regattas

ports in West Cork or heading East

also take place annually

disembarking in Belfast. This adventure

in Baltimore, Crosshaven,

is open to all transition students in the

Glandore Mark your calendar

secondary schools in Cobh and is part

for the fun packed Cobh

funded by Cobh Trad Sail.

Traditional Sail Regatta on the

the opportunity to fly the Regattas

built for under £100. The first six built by

Traditional Sail motto says :
“THOSE who wander are not

All boats at the regatta have

local requirements and conditions and

pennant highlighting the Cobh

vessel makes its annual visit and takes
training adventure for five days to

enjoy both sea and shore activities with

Class, a 12 foot clinker built wooden boat

1948 with a crew of twenty one sailors.

last weekend in June.

Joanna Mary

Club T Class

Thunder, and as the former is also a 12

18ft punt being extracted from the
Post Office on Harbour Row

ft design, it is very likely the inspiration
for the T Class prototype. Other notes
of his refer to timber sizes and type
required for the different parts (e.g., elm
for transom, keel and centre board case,
ash for timbers, runners and risings), the
making of hollow spars, sail plans and
costings of materials (fig. 2). There are
even receipts for timber from Eustace
& Co. Cork and correspondence with
Morgan Giles regarding the Ouida, a 14ft
all-mahogony sailing dinghy, and with
the makers of CASCO glues regarding a
suitable adhesive resin to be used in the
making of a hollow mast.

Start of the T Class race, R.M.Y.C., Easter 1956

Éamonn Twomey tells the story of
the Cove Sailing Club T Class
Cove Sailing Club introduced a T

The Royal Cork Yacht Club opened its
programme yesterday with a combined
event for “T” and “E” Classes, which

Sailing Club, and later,

Class to its ranks in 1947. It was my

Cove Sailing Club. A

father, Eddie Twomey, who planned out

racing news clipping

and built the prototype T Class dinghy.

from 1941 lists his first

Eddie (1917-1976) came from a

Cliodna’s Runaway Win

attracted a muster of twelve boats, four
of them being units of the newly formed
“T” Class of the Cove Sailing Club. Mr E.
Twomey’s new boat, Cliodna, celebrated

boat, Éimear (fig. 1),

family that had strong connections with

a 16ft centre-board

the sea and included boat builders,

design.

Figure 3: The Dairne, prototype
of the CSC T class

(Royal Navy) and merchant seafarers.

East Beach Corinthian

Eddie was postmaster in the Harbour

SC, 1941

Figure 2: Costing of Cliodna

Row Post Office which had been in the
family since ca 1890’s. His father, David,

The East Beach

West (winner), P.Maguire, 1h. 18m. 40s.;

at one time (ca 1910) had a business

Corinthian Sailing Club have this season

Excise, J. Martin, 1h. 20m. 55s.; Windfall,

divided their fleet

W. Radley, 1h. 21m. 20s.; Flo, W. English,

into two divisions,

retired.

viz.,centre-board
and non-centre-

— East Beach Corinthian Sailing
Club. Racing results 7th July 1941

board classes, and
they opened their

Eddie kept a sailing log for the years

programme this

1941 and 1942 in which he mentions the

week-end with

sale of the Éimear at the end of 1942.

a race for both

In the following years, Eddie went on

classes. They started

to build two national twelve ft dinghies

together and sailed

which became the seed for the CSC

the same triangular

T Class. I think Eddie came up with a

on Lynch’s Quay called the Queenstown

course over the Spike Bank. Results:-

design based on whatever information

Electric Saw Mills Co. that built boats.

Centre-board Class.- Emer (winner),

he could glean from books and other

E. Twomey, 1h. 10m. 40s.; Star, B

materials. We have his own plans for the

son would have developed a passion for

Anderson, 1h. 12m. 20s.; Cobh Rambler,

T Class and he also left notes on two Uffa

wooden boats and sailing and he became

S. O’Regan, retired; Pristis, J. Madigan,

Fox designs, the Cambridge University

very active in East Beach Corinthian

retired. Non-Centre-board Class.- Mae

One Design and the International 14 ft

It’s not hard to see how David’s

by scoring a runaway victory, beating
her nearest opponent, Cobh Rambler

shipwrights, coast guards, naval officers

Figure 1: The Éimear by Bench
Strand, Cobh, ca 1940

her first appearance in competitive racing

The first of the two boats, Dairne (fig. 3),

by nearly 5 1/2 minutes on corrected

was built in 1945 in Eddie’s workshop at

timings.

the back of the Post Office in Harbour

— Racing results as reported in

Row. Launched in 1945, a half model he

Examiner/Echo, 1947

made indicates she was the prototype “Nat. 12ft. Dinghy Dairne. Prototype of
the C.S.C.”T” Class” (fig. 4).
The second boat, called Cliodna, had

The 1947 CSC recall numbers
indicate that Eddie held concurrent
ownership of the Cliodna (E.4) and

a very successful, inaugural appearance

Dairne (E.25). I understand that other

in 1947 in the first event of the newly

local enthusiasts took Eddie’s T Class

formed T Class of CSC.

forms to build their own boats with Eddie

assisting some of them. Ten dinghies
were built. A review of class listings and
racing reports return the following names
and debut year: Dairne 1945, Mur Too
1946, Cliodna 1947, Eibhlis 1948, Grania
1948, Nuala 1948, Phoebe 1948, Swift
1948, Memorare 1948, Sheldrake 1949.
Star of the Sea, Cupid and Mahseer occur
later as renamed boats.
Boats changed hands. The Dairne
and Cliodna were sold on by about 1950
by which time Eddie was building his
next boat, an 18ft punt (fig. 5). The T
Class appears to have moved upriver
away from CSC, surviving on into the late
1950’s and finding a new home in Cork
Boat Club.

Figure 4: Dairne half model. The label states “Nat. 12ft Dinghy,
Dairne. Prototype of the C.S.C. ‘T’ Class. Built 1945”

In 2016, my sister, Eithne, became
aware that the Cliodna was still in
existence, having been in the Scully
family for decades. Eithne is now the new
owner. So the Cliodna has returned to
the Twomey family and after extensive
renovation at Jim Walsh’s workshop in
Nohoval will be back on the water for this
season.

In 2009, Barry Hurley
took part in the
Original Single-handed
Transatlantic Race
(OSTAR)

OSTAR
In 2009 I took part in the
Original Single-handed
Transatlantic Race (OSTAR) with
my well-travelled and much
modified JOD35, ‘Dinah’ writes
Barry Hurley.
The race began in Plymouth,
England and the finish was in
Newport, Rhode Island. The
course took us across the north
Atlantic in late spring, against
the prevailing winds and the gulf
stream. The greater circle crosses
areas with freezing temperatures,
floating ice and dense fog around
the Grand Banks. In a typical year
competitors expect to traverse seven
low pressure systems during the
crossing, some of which only start to
form after the beginning of the race.
Weather routing is not permitted
under the rules so we had to
generate our own weather forecasts
and optimal routing for performance

and safety.
They say that in these events
getting to the start line is often
the biggest hurdle, and that was
certainly the case for me. But after
two years of boat preparation and
refits, thousands of miles training at
sea, countless hours of physical and
mental preparation, I was ready to
go. My boat was named ‘Dinah’ in
reference to the first line of the song
‘The Holy Ground’. As I motored to
the start line in Plymouth that song
was playing loudly, and I was proud
to glimpse family and friends singing
along boisterously despite the rain.
The race was more extreme
than I had anticipated in almost
every sense. It was more physically
difficult, more emotionally intense,
and more rewarding than I can
begin to explain. I had a number of
difficulties along the way, as is to
be expected with any such venture.

Thankfully much of my preparation
work had been focused on having
redundant systems, the right spares
and tools, and having thought
through plans for dealing with any
foreseeable issue. A bad diesel spill
inside the boat cost a lot of energy
to resolve in the early stages of the
race. By the time I was back to full
strength I found myself behind the
pace with some catching up to do,
but well placed on the race course
to take advantage of the next few
weather systems.
Approaching the Grand Banks,
a large severe low pressure system
was developing and rolling straight
down our racetrack. Forecast
conditions in the middle were
untenable, so each boat had to make
a decision to go North or South
around it. I chose the northern route
based on wanting to stay to the
right of the fleet hoping for tactical
gains on the way out the other side.
That decision put me into colder,
windier conditions with a horrendous
sea state, well beyond the limit of
known ice as reported by airplane
spotters just days beforehand. I even
spent some time under bare poles
in survival mode, but eventually the
barometer began to rise again. This
was the time to push hard, taking
advantage of better wind angles from
my northerly position. In the final five
days of the race the lead changed
hands several times, and tensions
were high approaching the shore.

(Continued on next page)
After nearly 21 days at sea,
‘Dinah’ was creeping up the shore
of Narraganset Bay in very light airs
approaching the finish. The final
hurdle was a foul tide strong enough
to warrant preparing an anchor in
case the wind died any further. I
remember pondering my options
and recalling the countless similar
times when as kids we had to short
tack up along the edge of the spit
bank to make progress against the
tide to get home from a day on the
water. With my nearest competition
in sight, I decided that was the best
approach to take again and headed
for the rocky shallows of Brenton
Reef. I completely lost count of
how many tacks I did that morning
along the edge of that reef, but I
can clearly remember being able to
see the bottom through clear water
and expecting the boat to nudge the
ground whenever she came upright.
Every foray into the shallows gave
a small gain. The lessons learned
in Cobh were put to good use, and
‘Dinah’ finished just four minutes
ahead of the next boat. 5th on the
water, 4th overall, and 1st in class.
A Cove Sailing Club Burgee flew
proudly in Newport for the next few
days.
Over the following few weeks we
cruised the coast of Rhode Island,
Connecticut, Long Island, and New
York. Before returning, I wanted to

visit the statue of Annie Moore on
Ellis Island, an almost mirror image
of her statue in Cobh. She sailed
from Cobh to Ellis Island and was the
first immigrant processed there. It
seemed fitting to sail from statue to
statue on the way home. We set off
back across the Atlantic the next day.
A few weeks later we sailed into
Cork Harbour on the August Bank
Holiday weekend. Cove Sailing Club
was out in force at Roches Point. It
was one of the proudest moments
of my life. I will never find words to
convey my gratitude to everyone that
came out on the water that day.
As we all sailed up in front of
Cobh I heard the Commodore Choir
sing out ‘The Holy Ground’ across the
water, no doubt spurred on by some
of those who brought the marina to

a standstill in Plymouth one morning
several months earlier singing the
same song.
Cove Sailing Club hosted a
wonderful surprise evening in
East Ferry, where I was granted
honorary membership of our club.
The beautifully framed certificate of
membership still hangs proudly in
my home. It is a constant reminder
of the club where time on the water
in my youth was such fun that
inevitably sailing became a big part
of my life to this day.
I am proud to help celebrate the
centenary of Cove Sailing Club in
2019. Well done to all the members
that brought our club through
her first centenary, and fair winds
to those sailors that will be her
custodians in the future.

(058) 42168
23 Church Street, Dungarvan, Co. Waterford

1940s

Sailing in The 1940’s in Cove sailing Club
The 40’s brought a change from the

existence, Three boats raced “Elise” L.

“Dairne” E. Towmey

large yachts and building on the popular

Roche was first followed by “Querida” G.

“Wee Too” G.F. Kenworth

“snipe” small boats new classes were

Crosbie.jun and Third was “Cygnet” F.

“Raven” P. Sheehy

added that of the “C: class the “D” Class

O’Regan.

“Alaska” P. Cotter

in 1947 the “E” Class and the I.D.R.A 14
Dinghys in 1946.
In 1941 Mr. Kevin Sealy set out

“Elvira” C. Love jun
Boats sailing in Cobh During the 40’s

“Sprite” J. O’Riely

included the following:

“Tondelayo” R. Morehead

alone in a twelve-foot punt and sailed to

GP14
Many of the these competed regularly
in the national regattas and even the
Worlds in Howth so it truly was a golden
age for dinghy sailing.
Having conducted a successful
Summer Open for the the Irish Class
Association in the late eighties, the Club
came under increasing pressure to host
the big one.
The National Championship is the
Association’s flagship event and such
is the family profile of this popular
class,that fleets in excess of 60 boats are
common place.

“T” Class

“Ripple” J. Woodward

believed to be the first occasion the trip

“Cliona” E. Twomey

“Gerldine” D. Lynch

from Cobh to Kinsale and been completed

“Swift” E. Rankin

single-handed in a boat of such small

“Mur Too” P. Aherne

dimensions.

“Dairne” T. Aherne

On 25/04/1944 East Beach

The GP14 was the predominant dinghy class in Cove Sailing Club in the
eighties and nineties, boasting a fleet of 12+ boats, writes Dave Barrett
The Butler family made available
the Marina facilities at Marlouge and
a generous sponsorship package was
secured from Ford Motor Company.
A fleet of 50 boats attended the Ford
Maverick GP14 National Championships
in August 1994 and enjoyed both
the fantastic sailing and hospitality
programmes organised by Cove Sailing
Club.
Sailing conditions for the five race
series were testing with gusts up to
force six and there were several dramatic
capsizes,

“Delayo” R. Morehead

Kinsale in just under 5 hours his trip is

“Swift” V. Casey

“Freedom” J. Horgan

Corinthian Sailing Club and Cove Sailing

“Eibhlis” J. O’ Mahony

“Typhoon” J. Martin

club amalgamated more than doubling

“Sheldrake” J. Harman

“Roisin” G. Bush

the membership of Cove Sailing Club.

“Phoebe” P. Cotter

“Cockatrice” P.J. Kavanagh

It was suggested at the annual

“Memorare” R. Robinson

“Evelyn” R. Barry

general meeting in 1948 that the club

“Nula” L. Mc Connell

“Ouida” J. Harman

should hold an annual “At Home” which if

“Grandia” W. Cotter

“Jenny Jones” F. Jones

adopted by each club would do much to

“Raven” T. O Sullivan

“Mistral” C. Dwyer

foster a stronger friendship between the
“E” Class

well as promote a keener interest in small

Cobh Rambler S. O’Regan

boat racing in the harbour generally.

“Pip” G. Casey

“Redwing” Lt-Comdr. C. Felton
I.D.R.A 14

“Fulman” L. Mc Connell

member could be appointed Commodore

“Here she comes” J. Martin

“Music” Capt. J.W. Payne

or Vice-Commodore for more than three

“Europen” Miss. J. Denvir

“Mystery” Jas. Fitzgerald

year in succession.

“Jeep” L. Mc. Connell

“Mirth” J.P. Murphy

It was also decided to make all

“Lola” T. O’Brien

“Mary Anne” J. C. Love. Jun

officers of H.M. ships in Cork Harbour

“Cockroche” S. Roche

“Mischief” R.&P. Maher

honorary members of the club and invite

“Crab” F. O’Regan

“Myth” G. Bush

them to enter their boats in races.

“Sally” J. Mansfield

“Malacadoo” T. Crosbie

“Ladybird” L. Roche

“Minikan” W.Collins

In 1946 the “Cork Harbour One

Photo’s: Bob Bateman

“Windward” J. Donnelly

members of all clubs in the harbour as

In 1946 it was decided that no

The first four races were shared
by Hugh Gill from Sutton and Damien
Bracken from Clontarf while race five was
won by Peter O’Hara from Clontarf.
The overall result was very close
with Gill and his crew Stephen Boyle
winning by 1.25 points from O’Hara
In the confined class for Cork
Harbour Garrett and Kieran Dorgan were
the winners from David Barrett and Brian
Leahy in second.

“D” Class

Designs” celebrated their 50th year in

“Cricket” E. Rankin

Memories
In 1967 the Beatles released what many thought to be
their finest album, “Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club
Band” writes Damien Ahearn

A About the same time I started my first
sailing course with Cove Sailing Club.
There were very few dinghy sailors at
that time and a few CSC stalwarts came
together to see if they could kick start
the club and encourage junior members
to join.
My early memories are of the town

clock and boats coming down from
Monkstown to lend a hand. There was a
mixture of boats, Enterprises, GP 14’s,
Cadets, Mirrors, Measles and of course
Fireballs for those who thought they
knew what sailing was about! Brian O
Connell, Eamon & Mary English, Bill
Reidy, Henry Black, Jim Horgan and a
few others were on the slip to organise
us very young sailors and I remember
some old lifejackets from the navy were
acquired to keep us safe!
This introduction course was so
successful that it lead on to the building

of a number of Mirror dinghies, the
following years. A year or two after
that, CSC hosted the South Coast Mirror
Championships in front of the town.
As teenagers in the early seventies,
the summers were long and hot and
most of our time was spent on the water.
The only mobile phones were on ‘Star
Trek’ and there were little or no other
distractions to lead us astray!
Once we got the ‘keys to the boat’,
we were away. I’m sure we thought we
were invincible and myself and the O’
Connell brothers, Colm & Owen, had
some great summers on the water in
their National 18, the Nocturne. When
we weren’t racing, trips around the
harbour were the norm, or a day’s outing

to Whitebay or Cork beg when the tides
were favourable.
Racing was started from the
Promenade or Lynches quay and we
often took our turn to fire the cannons
on the starting line. A 10 and 5 minute
starting sequence was the order of the
day and for the more important races,
Danny Jordan would make himself
available for the firing of guns.
A highlight of the season was the
race to Ballinacurra, Frank O Shea (of
the Commodore Hotel) on the helm of
the Nocturne and while we may not
have taken line honours, we had the
best sandwiches on board, courtesy
of the Commodore . The tow back
was as enjoyable as the race with the
obligatory water fight and it would be
getting dark as we reached our moorings
in Whitepoint, at the end of the day.
The oldies would partake in stronger
refreshments on the Hopefull, the
Dwyer’s boat from Monkstown.
If you were lucky enough, you
were on the tow with the Englishs, they
always shared the cocktail sausages and
whatever food was heated on the gas
ring, was passed back along the line.
The cruisers were always looking
for crew and I was lucky enough to be

included on George Radley’s (Snr) boat,
the Cecille, a Swan 36.
George I think, recruited his crew in
Uni Daly’s pub; Ken Beasley , John Barry,
Peter Barry and of course my father Liam
Ahern formed the basis of the crew.
Saturday / Sunday racing throughout the
summers were the norm with a few races
to Kinsale / Schull / Baltimore as we were
trained in.
My Brother Peter sailed with Jimmy
Butler on Tam O’ Shanter and for a while
on John Ronan’s Swan 36, the Cygnet of
Mourne, which was later bought by Bud
O Connell.
The other Cruiser of note was the
Vivi. A 30 sq. Metre boat, best described
as an elongated Dragon ! It had no
guard rails, a seagull engine which was
kept below in a plastic bag and was
moored in front of Horgan’s boathouse
in Carrigaloe. The owner of course was
Brendan Murphy, or ‘Lord Harp’ as he was
affectionally known.
Crewing on this boat was quite
challenging, especially with the running
rigging but we enjoyed many days racing
and it could point higher than any other
boats around.
Brendan subsequently purchased
a brand new Shipman 28, the Invader
and I still remember the plastic on the
cushions below. He was also known as a
skipper who looked after his crew and he
always brought loads of sandwiches and
provisions to feed the troops! Brendan
went on to spend much of his later years
on his boat, moored on the ’new marina
at the time’ in RCYC.
I wonder how many people know
the ‘Harp mark’ outside Roches point was
named after him.
As in all clubs, Junior sailing is a
progression and in the nineties and

onward it was our turn to assume the
mantle from Brian & Irene Curtis.
I served as Hon Secretary of CSC
for a number of years and as my own
children became of age it was time to
take a more active part in junior sailing.
CSC dinghies were still operating at the
town clock and looking back, it’s hard
to believe there was no room on the
slip as all the spaces were taken up.
International sailing (now Sail Cork) was
also based there at the time and CSC
received much help from Eddie English
and his team over the years.
Anne and myself, Geraldine &
Seamus McLaughlin, Jean & Robert
Keating, Mary O Grady, Michelle Gray
Mooney and a few others were on duty
for the summer and we were able to
use the car park on Lynches quay as an
overflow for the storage of dinghies.
When I refer to coming of age,
it would be around 5 or 6 years old!
Eddie English ran a special course every
summer for the very young recruits of
sailors. He always had a Labrador dog
(Skull) on hand to help persuade some
of the more nervous children to board a
boat. The dog was more at home afloat
than on dry land and many of those
youngsters held his collar for their first
experience on the water, and never
looked back!
At the time CSC had half a dozen
toppers and a few other boats of mixed
vintage. Such was the demand that we
often struggled to get everybody out on
the water and on a number of occasions
we brought a few cruisers up from East
Ferry on the Wednesday night, just to
ensure everybody got afloat.
Taking part was and still is the main
criteria for sailing and jumping off the
pier at Lynches quay after sailing on

The 1950s in Cove Club
In 1950 the first annual race between

successful in winning the I.D.R.A 14ft

Cove Sailing Club and Waterford Harbour

championship at Lough Derg.

Sailing Club took place racing in the

In 1959 Mr. W. E. O’Connell founding

The “G” Class was introduced for 18

14ft I.D.R.A boats a special trophy was
presented by Mr. D O’Driscoll A.M.I.M.A.

footers

member of Cove sailing Club and
Commodore for several years passed

Messrs. J. Clayton Love (Junior)

away .

whose boat building company was

Royal Munster Yacht Club and Vice

responsible for the construction of more

Commodore of Cove Sailing Club and

“G” Class

I.D.R.A 14ft boats that any other in the

John P. A. Hooper. National Yacht. Club

“Mistral” C. Dwyer

country. The result was a victory by Cove

Dun Laoghaire were chosen by the Irish

“Melody” J.W. Payne

Sailing Club with a total of 46 1/2 points

Dinghy Racing Association to represent

“Mayfly P. J. Kavanagh

to Waterford’s 23.

Ireland in the European Helmsman’s

“Manneguin” S.F. Thompson

Open Championship to be held in Berlin

“Mistress” J.P. Murphy

In 1951 Mr. George Bushe was

The 60’s heralded the “Enterprise”

“Enterprise Class”

class in the club.

“Rosalie” J. Ryan

Some of the boats and owners
were:

Some of the “G” Class yachts:

“Mickey Finn” M. Ryan

“Puff 2” T. O Gorman

In 1965 the Cork Harbour One

“Monaveen” B. Cudmore

designs returned to racing after

“Pepe” J. Martin

a break of four years . Some of
the boats had being converted to
Bermudian rigs and gave them
cabins. The first race in many years
was won by “Maureen” owned and
sailed by Mr. Jimmy Horgan.
A special race for the eighteen
footers on the 25th July 1965 was
held in connection with the Cock
O’ The North Championship held in
Crosshaven. The race would be to
Ballinacurra.

Photo’s: John Cotter / Brian Curtis

sailing the Olympic Monotype Class.

1960s

Wednesday nights will be remembered
by many as an integral part of the
evening.
As time moved on, and children
grew up, the mantle was passed on
again and another group took over
junior sailing.
After much discussions with Cobh
UDC, Cove Sailing Club relocated junior
sailing to the new CSC dinghy park at
Whitepoint around 2008. We should
not underestimate the efforts it took
to achieve this and all those involved
deserve our gratitude.
Efforts continued to install basic
office / changing rooms & storage
facilities and more boats were
purchased. This was the first time CSC
had a base which it could call home.
Sometimes we need to remind
ourselves that we are all volunteers, who
give up our time freely for the benefit of
the club and its members and we should
recognise the efforts of those who, year
after year, devote much of their spare
time to the development of junior sailing
within CSC.
Looking back over the years, one of
the trends we noticed was the number
of junior members who progressed to a
sea going career on completion of their
school years, in the Irish navy or the
Merchant Service.
Bud O Connell joined Irish Shipping
way back in the day and went on to
become Captain of the Glomar North
Sea, a drill ship which was stationed in
Cobh for a while.
Myself, Colm O Connell, Maurice
Kidney, Johnny Horgan & Ruari Allen
all headed off to sea in the 70’s, some
people might think we are still there!
We have a number of harbour pilots
on our membership list, as well as a few
from the naval service squadron.
Jason Losty, Jude O Driscoll, Niall
Kelly, Hal Courtney, Michael McCarthy,
Jack & Gerard McLaughlin and Aidan
Kneehaw all followed similar career
paths and we always look forward to
catching up with them when they visit
our shores.
The latest names on the seagoing
list include Jack Stoat, Danielle Marshall,
Rob Scandrett & Khalid Muhammad
and we wish them well in their chosen
career.

progress was brisk. Our DR position at

fit but in mid-Atlantic on a madly heaving

continue on the voyage with damaged

21:30 was 53’30’N and 20’00’W. We had

bow, fighting a wild flogging jib, they

sails would be foolhardy and downright

achieved our first goal, which was the

looked strangely fragile and vulnerable.

bad seamanship. I thought about it a lot

20th meridian.

The scene with the boys working in the

and was worried and concerned. Conrad’s

We had divided the passage into

madly pitching bow will remain there

quote came into my mind on more than

sections, at 20’W, 30’W, 40’W and finally

as long as I live. Looking forward from

one occasion, namely, “I have known the

Cape Farewell. Each section was about

my position at the helm in the cockpit,

sea too long to believe in its respect for

400 miles. On day 6, the wind was

I could not but feel a sense of pride in

decency”. As a professional mariner in

Force 4 to 5 and veered to the North

the crew. They went about the difficult

my younger days, I had grown to love,

West. Towards evening, the barometer

task, in a cool and efficient manner. No

respect and indeed, fear the sea. I know

dropped from 1012 to 1006. We promptly

shouting or screaming just cool efficiency.

what damage it can do and to continue

prepared for the worst. The barometer

I knew then that whatever challenges lay

in a weakened state would be asking for

dropped below 1000 mbar blowing a full

before us that we could handle them.

trouble. The decision was clear. Unless

gale. We decided to tie-in another reef

Stella Maris: North North Atlantic Circuit
Michael Coleman tells the story of his circuit of
the Atlantic ocean in 1992

in the sheaf box. Having completed the

When planning our cruise for 1992, I was

Cobh at 1400 on 25 July, bound for Cape

course of 260 deg. and make 5 knots. By

aware of it being the 50th Anniversary

Farewell. The forecast was, South West

11:10, the Mizzen was a beam.

of Columbus’s crossing in 1492. I have

6 - 7. On clearing Roche’s Point, the wind

alway had an ambition to sail the Atlantic.

was on the nose, with a nasty dirty sea

experienced mainly light winds, head

Having read some on the early life of

running. We decided to motor on down

winds, or occasionally no wind so

Columbus, I read about his early sea-life

the coast. After 6 hours motoring, we

progress was slow enough. Everyone was

in the salt trade Spain to Iceland and

pulled into Union Hall for the night.

getting into a sea going routine, generally

back with fish. We Irish of course are

On clearing the Harbour the

aware that St. Brendan sailed via Iceland

following morning, the wind was westerly

By day 3 we were sailing through the

and Greenland to North America, landing

and very fresh. We decided to motor

southern tail of the Porcupine Bank and

in Newfoundland in the 6th Century, so

onto Crookhaven and wait for a fair

several large fishing vessels were in sight.

why not do a North-North Atlantic circuit

wind before heading on out into the

Progress was slow but steady; we were

commemorating two great navigators,

Atlantic. We picked up a visitors mooring

averaging 3 knots, 70-80 miles per day.

St. Brendan and Columbus and follow

in the sheltered calm of picturesque

Early in day 4, the wind began to freshen

St. Brendan’s route Ireland-Greenland-

Crookhaven. On Monday 27th, we

from the South W. and the barometer

Newfoundland-Ireland. The total distance

slipped the mooring and motored out of

began a steady fall. By noon, we were

approximately 4000 miles, just about

Crookhaven bound for Cape Farewell,

beam reaching along on a North Westerly

possible in two months.

South-Greenland, and 1,400 miles

course at 6 knots. On day 5, the wind

I was delighted to have Paddy

the boat became a lot easier. The seas

abandon our Atlantic cruise, return to

split in two between the 2nd and 3rd reef

were now quite large and threatening

Galway, send the sail to Dublin for repair

points. It was now a full Force 8 gale.

with heavy breaking crests, but we

and then cruise to the Faroe Islands

The sea was building all the time and

did not ship one drop on deck. When

and Iceland. I did not inform the crew

the barometer still falling was now 996.

we were satisfied that the boat could

as I felt that the repair should be done

We decided to lay a-hull for the night,

look after herself, we posted one man

without pressure on the crew.

under bare poles. It was a hard task; the

on lookout and the rest went below

During the night, the barometer

bow was high in the spray-filled air and a

to dry themselves off, a dry change

showed a slow but steady climb. The sun

few seconds later, buried in angry white

of clothes and a hot meal cooked by

rose shortly after 0600 and. the no. 2 jib

foam. The crew was young, strong and

Paddy Meehan in rough conditions. To

was hoisted to enable us to get way on

THE

The wind was West N.W. 3, making a

settling in and getting lots of sleep.

distant. We hoisted the main. However,

veered to the South West. By mid-day,

O’Connor of the Irish Naval Service as my

when hoisting the jib, the halyard

we were hard on the wind and reduced

Mate Watch Captain. My son Denis, Ger

became jammed at the masthead. All

to a double-reefed main and the working

Minihane and Paddy Meehan, to make

efforts to free the halyard from the deck

jib. The sea and swell was building up

the trip. We set a sailing date of 25 July

failed. We returned to the shelter of

and spray was flying everywhere. The

1992. as the ice in the South Greenland

the Crookhaven and Paddy O’Connor

barometer was still falling steadily, sky

area does not break up until the end of

was hoisted aloft. The problem was the

heavily overcast and lots of rain about.

July. We departed from the pier head in

halyard jumping the sheaf and jammed

Even though the going was rough,

the main is repairable, then we would

but we had left it too late. The main was

repair we sailed out towards the Mizen.

For the first few days, we

Under bare poles, the motion of

(021) 481 1739

Ticknock, Cobh

COBH’S OLDEST AUTHENTIC FAMILY OWNED PUB, LOCATED IN THE OLD PART OF TOWN

Family owned and run for over
100 years, and home to the
“University of Ticknock”.
The longest running traditional
music session every Wednesday
from 9.30pm for almost 40
years. Off street heated smoking
area and beer garden.

Great craic and a warm
welcome guaranteed

the and to steady her up somewhat. The

Monday August 10 day 15, we raised

out first large growlers. The engine was

damaged main felt repairable; we had

the land ahead 40 miles away. The

on standby ready for an instant start.

lots of sail twine and needles. Floorboard

barometer started a Sharp decline and it

An extra man was posted on ice lookout

panels were converted into a sail maker’s

became bitterly cold. The sea continued

duties as to collide with even a small

bench. The patch extended from a batten

to build up gusts were up to gale force.

growler in these conditions would be

pocket at the top to a panel seam at the

We hove-to for the night, and made for

very serious indeed. Even though Stella

bottom. With the glue set and the patch

Prince Christian Sound in fair weather

Maris is strongly constructed of steel the

stitched. It had taken 3 men 15 hours of

and good visibility. The following day we

rudder and particularly and propeller are

hard work and we were back into serious

experienced a very bad night caught in

vulnerable to damage.

sailing again making 6 knots under

the clutches of a real storm. The area

double reefed main and the no. 2 jib.

around Cape Farewell is notorious for its

problem, the smaller growlers and bergs

unstable conditions.

are a different story as in bad weather

The sun, up to now a rare sight,
appeared in the morning and using a

Just before the change of watch at

Spotting the large bergs is no

they blend in with the breaking seas

sextant, we fixed our position at noon.

0300, some of the reef points became

and are very difficult to pick out. We

The days run was 83 miles which was

undone. I had to remove my gloves and

had a long, very trying and difficult day.

good without the use of the main sail

work, using bare hands. Tying in reefs in

We decided to remain hove-to for the

for almost half the day. At 18:00 on day

the height of a storm, on a wildly heaving

second night running and to attempt

10, we crossed the 30th meridian, our

deck in sub-zero temperatures is not a

an approach at first light. Just before

second goal. We were now well over the

pleasant task. A job that would usually

sunset, we sighted very high snowcapped

halfway mark and getting more confident

take ten minutes took an hour, to gather

mountains away to the North East. The

about a reasonably fast passage with

in the madly flogging sail was hard work.

Eastern entrance to Prince Christian

each passing day. The noonday sights on

I went down below to thaw myself out. I

Sound is marked by a lighthouse

August 7, Day 12 gave us a good days

will never forget the pain in my hands as

showing a 15-mile light and transmitting
a low powered DF signal. It is 60 miles
long, 1 to 2 miles wide and separates
a group of large islands which form
the southernmost part of Greenland.
Frederiksdal a small settlement is located
at the Western entrance to the Sound
and has a small lighthouse but the great
Cape Farewell itself has no navigational
aid what so ever!
Careful study of our charts and pilot
books and a set of poor DF bearings
gave us a position 30 miles South West
of Cape Farewell. We were blown 50
miles South West by the storm. We now
abandoned the idea of sailing through
Prince Christian Sound and decided
to make for Nanortalik, a small town
50 miles up the West coast from Cape
Farewell. As we motored in towards

run of 127 miles. The following days

the circulation returned to them. It took

the coast, we passed some very large

run was 130 miles. Excellent progress

a full hour before I got the feeling back

spectacular icebergs. Towards noon, as

indeed which put us only 240 miles from

into them. First light showed a desolate

the fog closed-in, I estimated that we

the Eastern entrance to Prince Christian

scene all around. Visibility was down to

were 5 miles off the coast, to close to

Sound, which is 20 miles North East of

a mile the wind was now storm force.

the land in fog so we lay a-hull and await

Cape Farewell.

The seas were high, heavily crested and

an improvement. By 2000 a fresh breeze

frequently breaking tumbling and rolling

filled in from the east and we set a

off the Greenland coast with speed

over whipped off the crests and blown

course for Nanortalik now 50 miles away.

down to 3 knots we spoke on VHF to a

along in the direction of the wind. To

Dodging through the ice was exhilarating

Soviet Fishing Vessel. We had difficulty

ease the pressure on the sails and rigging

but also nerve wracking. We were happy

in communicating, as his command of

we lowered all sail and lay a-hull until the

when dawn came; avoiding the many

English was not great. We never got

storm abated. Even under bare poles, we

growlers and icebergs became a lot

our ice and weather reports. At 1230

made 4 knots downwind as we sighted

easier.

When we were about 200 miles

What a sight lay before us, we
were sailing off the most magnificent
coast I have ever seen. It was truly
awe-inspiring. The coast with a
chain of very high mountains, up to
7000’ high, snowcapped glistened in
the early morning sun giving them
phosphorescence-like appearance.
The peaks were so numerous and so
jagged that they could be compared the
teeth of a colossal saw. It was truly an
unforgettable thrill sail in such majestic
surroundings. The ice became dense
until eventually, progress was down to a
crawl. We were in heavy ice and getting
increasingly concerned about getting
through it at all.
We had now been off the coast for
3 days and our spirits were starting to

supermarket, a beautiful timber church

iceberg. The 4th night we witnessed fine

sink, salvation arrived in the form of 3

which is situated in a Christmas card

displays of the Northern Lights. They

Inuit seal hunters. We spotted them in

setting down by the old harbour, a sports

really are a spectacular phenomenon.

a small fast aluminum speedboat about

center and even a soccer pitch. The

After 5 days, we were down off the coast

a mile away. As they came alongside,

old stone buildings, included a Whale

of Labrador and we saw the odd ship and

they offered to guide us to Nanortalik.

oil refinery, a bakery and a cooper’s

trawler. We made our landfall off Fogo

Their boat contained a selection of rusty

workshop. The old stone quays with

Island on the North E. of Newfoundland

hunting rifles; several dead seals lay in

timber facing still remain as do the old

at 0800 in the morning of the day 7.

the stern. We were not only 10 miles

style timber quayside. We remained 4

Cape Bonavista lay abeam it was also

from port as we were clearing the last of

days there with fine sunny weather. The

the landfall John Cabot, the discoverer

the heavy floes our pilots spotted several

local Inuit’s and Greenlanders accorded

of Newfoundland in the year 1497, only

seals on a large flat ice floe close by. One

us a warm and friendly welcome. The

5 years after Columbus. We motored in

of them shot two of the seals, motored

air was beautifully clear and crisp. We

through the narrows and made fast at

over and threw them into their little

climbed a small mountain small by

the designated small boat-landing place

boat. He then indicated that we should

Greenlanders standards. It was actually

right in the heart of St. Johns.

carry on into port. At 1500, we entered

1,830’ high. The view from the summit

the harbour of Nanortalik and made

was superb.

fast alongside the fish factory pier. We

On our arrival, everything was wet

What a tremendous welcome
we received. It was unforgettable.
Newfoundland has a very large

presented our Inuit guides with a bottle

and damp. We were delighted with the

population of Irish descent and they

of Paddy in appreciation of their pilotage.

sunny weather and used the opportunity

received us with open arms. Apparently,

We were all relieved and content to be

to bring everything up on deck to dry out.

we are the first Irish sailing boat to call

secure alongside in a safe harbour in

After 4 memorable days having topped

here since Tim Severin the Saint Brendan

Greenland at last. It was a very tough

up the water and oil tanks we were again

reproduction Curragh in 1977. The Lady

hard passage, a real test of boat and

ready to face the elements. At 1000 on

Mayoress, Shannie Duff accorded us a

crew. Thankfully, both came through it

Monday August 17, we slipped from the

civic reception and we signed the City’s

relatively unscathed.

pier and motored seaward. Clear of the

official Visitors Book. She presented us

We cracked open a bottle of

offshore islands, we set a course of 200

with a book on St. Johns and inscribed

champagne to celebrate retired to our

deg. for St. Johns Newfoundland 830

it “Welcome to St. Johns a city with an

bunks for some badly needed rest for

miles away. We expected a fast passage

Irish Soul”. She also invited The Stella

a few hours. Nanortalik is Greenland’s

as the prevailing North West wind would

Maris back in 1997 to take part in St.

southernmost town and has a population

be on the beam. By 1600, we were

Johns 500th birthday celebrations. Our

of just over 1000. It lies in an area of

approaching heavy ice fields. We motored

adventure featured in various items on

quite outstanding natural beauty. The

around rather than risk going through

the media on radio, TV and the local

main commercial activities are hunting,

the narrow leads through patches of light

press. The social activities became so

fishing and fish processing. Nanortalik

fog and drizzle. After sunrise on the 3rd

pressing we almost wished ourselves

boasts 2 small hotels, a post office,

day out, we hoisted the sails and clipped

back at sea. Almost, but not quite.

bank, and one well stocked modern

along at 5 knots. We sighted the odd

The city is set on sloping ground

just behind the harbour and fronts right

farewells on the quay, we

down onto it. Very similar to Cobh, it is

slipped away at 1500 and

a city of 20,000 populations. The Irish

motored out through the

connection is everywhere. The river is the

narrows, set sail, streamed

Waterford River. The basilica consecrated

the log and set a course of

in 1855 at that time the largest in North

120 degrees for the Fastnet

America, built of limestone and granite,

lighthouse over 2000 miles

quarried in Newfoundland and Ireland.

away. We averaged 5 knots

The alter was cut from Irish marble by

throughout a beautiful

a John Hogan. It was from a field in

clear starry night. The wind

St. Johns that the famous pilots Alcock

was on the quarter and

and Brown look off on the first non-stop

the sea flat. Listening to

flight from North America to Europe in

Newfoundland music the

1919 landing in a bog in Co. Mayo. Trad

lights of St. Johns slowly

music and ballads are well known and

dipped below the horizon

loved here. We made many new friends.

astern. The next morning

But local Phylis Morrissey and husband

the scene had changed, we

swung around to the West and blew a

Patrick O’Neill originally from Co. Kildare

were in typical Grand Banks weather,

steady Force 4. We were able to carry

entertained us several times in their

dense fog and flat calm. Motoring on at

the full main and a boomed out headsail.

home on the Waterford Bridge Road.

4 knots over the next few days. On the

At 2330 on the 15th September day 14

We were invited to a wedding reception.

4th day out without warning, the mainsail

we raised the loom of the Fastnet ahead,

Paddy Johns the international rugby

came crashing down on deck. On

by 0300 the following morning the Mizen

player was marrying local girl Kerstin. We

inspection, we found that the patent eye

lay abeam. Rain began to fill in from the

enjoyed our St. Johns stay immensely;

splice had parted. It was a dirty job but

South. We were home. The forecast at

the Newfoundlanders are truly the most

completed in less than 30 minutes. On

0600 was South E. 3-4 and as we were

hospitable people in the world. After a

day 6 we noticed a dramatic rise in the

now almost out of fuel for the engine.

very happy week, our thoughts again

sea waters temp. We were now entering

turned towards the sea.

the Gulf Stream, which would give us a

and take 25 gallons, enough to get us

On Tuesday 1 September, we

lift of 15 miles per day. We continued to

home. After 14 days at sea, we did not

commenced preparing for sea. All good

experience Westerly winds of moderate

relish the prospect of a beat up the coast

things must end and after saying our

strength and progress was rapid. We

in rain. We made fast at the pier head

In the late 1960’s Cove Sailing Club Committee
decided to initiate a boat building project in
order to encourage an interest in sailing among
the youth of the town, writes Maurice Kidney
The plan was to purchase 10 Mirror

We decided to call into Baltimore

recorded several daily

in Baltimore at 0830. We were 14 days

runs of between 130 and

and 16 hours out of St. Johns; the log

150 miles.

showed 2050 miles. We took our diesel

At midnight on day

Photo’s: M. Coleman / P. O’Connor

Mirror Dinghy
building project

and had a hearty Irish breakfast at The

8 we crossed the 30th

Corner Restaurant. We telephoned home,

meridian, the half-way

announced our safe arrival, and gave an

mark. The wind built up

approx. ETA for Cobh. We then cast off

to a Force 6 and veered

and motored homeward, the wind was

to the North W. We

easterly on the nose the same conditions

changed down to the

on the coast which we motored westward

no.2 jib and one reef

at the beginning of our adventure 7

in the main. The days

weeks previously, we were now again

run became better 165

obliged to motored eastward. We entered

miles, 180 miles and one

Cork harbour at 1815 and made fast at

whopping days run of

the pier head in Cobh at 2200 under the

193 miles, a record for

shadows of the majestic St. Colman’s

the boat. At noon on Day

Cathedral. We received a tremendous

ll we obtained sun sights

welcome home from our families and

which put us 430 miles

friends. In all we had been away 7 weeks

west of the Fastnet. With

and had sailed 4,300 miles. We were all

any luck, we should be

tired but well satisfied. We celebrated

back in Cobh in 4 days.

long into the night and retired to warm

For the last few days of

dry beds, which thankfully did not need

the passage, the wind

any leeboards.

dinghies in kit form (the original flat
pack) and offer them to interested
families at cost, approx. £110. This was
to get their children out on the water
sailing their own dinghies. Nine kits were
taken up by families and one offered for
public raffle to help defray expenses.
The club members proposed to
provide all the boat-building skills in
assembling the boats. The commitment
from the families involved was that they
helped where possible in the sanding,
painting and varnishing.
The CSC members who volunteered
their skills to the project at the time
were Bill Reidy, Johnny Geary, Jimmy
Horgan, Eddie Twomey, Ken Murphy

town and the families involved. After a

calling “water at the mark-mast abeam”.

and Brian O Connell. The proposal was

few minor mishaps where a foot was put

The reply – “you are getting no water Joe

enthusiastically taken up by many Cobh

through one boat and another hit no. 20

and master bean isn’t either!”

families at the time with the Horgan,

buoy, everybody set about learning how

No wonder Joe did most of his sailing in

The Allen, The Kidney, The English, and

to sail these lovely boats properly.

Crosshaven after that.

the Moloney families all signing up for a

The whole learning to sail process

Another unforeseen circumstance

Mirror dingy in the group building project.

was greatly helped by Eddie English who

of those early sailing days was when a

The dinghies were to be built in

organized and ran the first IYA approved

girl’s father deemed his daughter’s suitor

the winter of 1970 for each family to be

sailing courses in the club (The start

a boat wrecker and questioned their

sailing their own boat in the summer of

of his own very successful “Sail Cork’

budding romance. Nothing could have

1971. Boats were built outside of the

business). These summers on the water

been further from the truth. True love

1970 group separately project by Johnny

and structured sailing courses were great

prevailed. The couple in question are still

Geary, Ken Murphy and Justin Coleman.

fun and are fondly remembered by those

together today, the proud owners of Eric

involved.

Rankin’s beautifully restored Helga and

The club secured room for the
building project at the old town hall (now

The infusion of new boats onto the

staunch supporters of the very successful

the Cobh Library). Much was learned

water revived the dingy section of the

Rankin revival in Cork Harbour. History

from the shared knowledge of the CSC

club. A very successful Wednesday night

repeating itself maybe!

volunteers with Johnny Geary, Ken

league was run through the summer

For my own part. I would like to

Murphy and Jimmy Horgan in particular

months where the racing rules were

recognize and thank those men from

being the go to men in the boat building.

learned but not always followed.

Cove Sailing Club Circa 1970 who did so

The Mirror dinghies were launched

An abiding memory from those days

much to foster and pass on their love of

as planned in the summer of 1971, which

is of a number of Mirrors converging on

sailing and the freedom of Cork Harbour

generated much excitement within the

a mark with Joe English, in his mirror,

to my friends and myself.

es, including an ARC across the atlantic.
He returned to Ireland in 1981 to
sail on Frank Wood’s ‘Justine 3’, which
won the one-ton cup in Crosshaven.
After wining all five races in the series,
dad free climbed the mast and strapped
a brush to the top, symbolizing the clean
sweep they had achieved! He had every
reason to celebrate, because earlier
that year he had sailed on Peter Brigg’s

JOE ENGLISH
A strong bonding of friends and sailors from around the world
mourned the loss of my father Joe English, who passed away
at the early age of 58 in November 2014 after a 7-year battle
with Alzheimer’s disease, writes Conor English
This was glowing testament to the

are many routes for emerging Irish sail-

Apple’, owned by Hugh Coveney, Clayton

incredible life he packed into his short

ing talent, but it’s hard to imagine how it

Love and Raymond Fielding in 1977 and

time. Dad was very proud of the fact he

was in the mid 1970s.

was on board Denis Doyle’s ‘Moonduster’

had started out his sailing career in Cobh,

Dad began his sailing as a child in

for the tragic 1979 Fastnet Race.

especially in a Measle, a long-forgotten

Cobh with the support of my grandpar-

precursor of the optimist Class. Who

ents, Eamonn and Mary, [both former

1979 Southern Cross Cup, dad decided

would have imagined the global career

Cove sailing club commodores]. They

to stay on in Sydney working for Hugh

he would take, sailing many Admiral Cup

would foster an incredible love of the sea

Treharne’s Blue Peter Sails. Dad shuttled

races, involvement in a winning America’s

to their children. Dad and his siblings

between Cork and Australia throughout

Cup team and skippering the first Irish

explored Cork harbour with the family

this period and competed in major inter-

entry in the Whitbread Round the world

launch [Conflor, A converted heir Island

national events including the Admirals

Race.

Lobster Boat] and the family Rankin.

Cup, Southern Cross Cup, San Francisco

Soon dad was able to take part in junior

Big Boat Series, Multiple Antigua race

the first wave of Irish sailors to make it

sailing events all over Ireland. In time

Week Series and several Middle Sea Rac-

into the professional ranks. Today there

he began winning sailing championships

Dad really was on the forefront of

- most notably he won the IYA Junior
Helmsman championship in 1974, and
represented Ireland at the Youth World
Sailing Championships in Scotland in
1975.
College was a brief flash in the pan
for dad, when North Sails opened a loft
in Kinsale in 1976, he joined them and
learnt a great deal about the rapidly
developing professional sailing world. He
sailed on board Admiral’s Cup yacht ‘Big
Photo’s: English Family

After sailing aboard ‘Blizzard’ in the

‘Hitchhiker’ in her two-ton cup world

World Race - the greatest sailing race on

championship win in Sardinia. Also, in

the planet at the time, to compete at the

the companionship and fun ashore that

1981 he would meet my mother April

very top level of world sailing. He then

went with it, and is always remembered

Murphy and they both returned to Aus-

raced in the 1993-94 race on ‘Tokio’ and

for his pranks, bestowing nicknames,

tralia for the next 6 years.

subsequently became part of the Whit-

his humour and vicious wit! His famous
saying ‘Life is for living’ he used to say.

Australia would prove to be the

bread executive committee as it evolved

epicentre of professional racing in those

into a fully professional event we know

halcyon days. In 1982 Dad signed on as

today.

Besides his love of sailing dad loved

After dad skippered, ‘Extension’, in
the Irish team that won the Southern

part of the sail making team, to become

For the following decade dad was

part of the successful ‘Australia 2’ Amer-

at the forefront of global long-distance

Jones from Australia Sailing Magazine,

ica’s cup Campaign. In 1986 he then

racing and was an excellent ambassador

asked him how the Hobart rated in

joined, the ‘South Australia’ syndicate for

for not only Cobh but Irish sailing. In

toughness terms against the Fastnet

the Defence of the 1987 America’s Cup,

1994, with friends from the RCYC he led

race, ‘I did the 1979 Fastnet race and

and then campaigned on Syd Fisher’s,

the development of the 1720 Sportsboat.

that was tough’, dad said,’ but after the

‘Steak n Kidney’.

Dad designed and consulted on the sail

last Sydney Hobart race I swore to never

After their marriage in 1987, My

Cross Cup in 1991, Interviewer Alun

and rig design and I remember well trav-

do it again [Aboard Syd Fisher’s ‘Raga-

parents returned in 1988 for dad’s next

eling to Tralee in dad’s jeep, where they

muffin’]… but seven years is a long time

job, to skipper ‘NCB Ireland’, Irelands first

were built so he could inspect them.

and it dims your memory!’ ‘Then Why do

entry in the 1989 Whitbread Round the

Dad loved sailing with his family.

it again?’ Jones asked, ‘why do women

We had a family motorboat and a Rankin

have more than one child’ replied dad!

and introduced my siblings and I to the

Dad retained his sense of humour

sea just as his parents did. As a family

even in his grimmest days. He was

we even cruised Spain and France. In

always a very honest man and told you

the early 2000s he felt that memory loss

how it was without mincing his words-of-

was impacting his abilities and retired

ten laced with humour. He regularly said,

from professional sailing in 2006. He was

the best thing about his illness is that he

diagnosed with early onset Alzheimer’s

would make new friends every day.

disease in November 2007 at 51 years of
age.

Sail on Dad!

Photo Album
A small selection of the many thousands of
pictures in the Cove Sailing Club archives,
courtesy of our members over the years

Photo’s: Bob Bateman

Figure 4: The three cold-moulded dinghies together: (from left)
Fiona, Freedom IV, Helga. Image courtesy of Marion Horgan

U.K. and went on to become one of the
most popular classes there. It probably
started to appear in Irish waters around
that time. Moreover, the cold-moulded
505s arrived in 1954 and workshops
like George Bush’s in Ringaskiddy were
importing hulls for finishing. And it was
a Bush 505 owned by Ted Crosbie that
introduced the 505 to Cork Harbour
and Ireland in 1955. Cobh man Joe
Stromsoe who was an apprentice in Eric’s
workshop from 1952 to 1957 remembers

Figure 2: The Reynolds boat is just

accompanying Eddie and Eric when they

about visible in the upper right

sailed over to Ringaskiddy to George
Bush’s workshop to see the 505s.

RANKIN
design were built and they are still going
strong today.
The Rankin is built using the
clinker/lapstrake method in which
plywood planks overlap each other

of the home builder.
By the early 1950’s, Eddie Twomey
had sold his 18ft punt and was ready
to build another boat, and this time, he
collaborated with his friend, Eric Rankin.
Eddie and Eric’s friendship developed

and are secured with glue. However,

around their shared love for wooden

the prototype of the Rankin design

boats and sailing (fig. 1). I have it

used a radically different construction

on good authority from John Kidney

method, that of cold-moulding, in

(snr) that Eddie “gave Eric his start

which a series of veneers/laminates is

in boatbuilding”. Eddie was about

shaped on a mould and glued together

ten years older than Eric with vastly

to form the hull. Fairey Marine in the

more experience at the time. Both

U.K. developed one of the first mass-

were members of CSC. Eddie had built

produced laminated dinghies in 1946.

the national 12ft Dairne in 1945, the

This was the Firefly, an Uffa Fox design,

prototype of what became the T Class of

with the then Fairey Aviation Company

CSC, and subsequently Eric was one of

capitalising on their experience building

a number of junior members of the club

wood-laminate wartime aircraft. Because

who built T Class dinghies. Eric built two

of the limitations of the glues at the

T Class boats, the Mur Too (1946) and

time, however, those dinghies were

the Swift (1948).

hot-moulded by being placed in a large

We can surmise that is was the Mur

autoclave to enable the glue to set at

Too that Eddie helped Eric build in the

the higher temperature and pressure

Rankin family home in King’s Tce, around

required. By the 1950’s new glues that

1946 when Eric was about 18 (Eddie also

would set at room temperature and with

helped others, e.g., Ada Thompson told

sufficient pressure provided by stapling

me he helped her brother build a boat,

the veneers together became available

also most likely the T class he owned).

and this put the technique within reach

The boat was built at the top floor served

plan and a comparison of the cost of

likely that the Wow was built over early

traditional building (planking) vs cold-

Wow was for John Maher, Thalia for

summer of 1956 once the other boats

moulding.

the international rugby player, Johnny

were completed, freeing up space. All

O’Meara and Three Star for H.O.

the more fascinating then that Eddie and

Stromsoe and Ida Hadley) Eric moved

Hennessy. Joe Stromsoe remembers

Eric were probably adopting the cold

to England to work. He spent time at

O’Meara visiting the workshop with Ted

moulding technique for the prototype

three workshops: Fairey Marine Yard,

Crosbie in the mid 1950’s. Wow was the

in advance of Eric using the same

Southampton; South Devon Boatbuilders

first to be built, being completed around

technique for the 505s.

Company, Dawlish; Morgan Giles,

In contrast, Eric actually built three

The Rankin dinghy is very different to the prototype
that gave birth to the class. Éamonn Twomey tells
the story of the prototype and its construction
In all, only three of the prototype

there is no sign of a 505. It thus seems

505s: Wow, Thalia and Three Star.

mid August 1956 while Thalia made her

completed boat had to be extricated by
removing the window and lowering by

Teignmouth. Details become scarce at

Among the items left by Eddie
relating to the prototype, there are a

this stage - about how long Eric was

half-model he made with the legend

away - but he did resume boat building

Quay workshop around 1955/56 showing

“Prototype of Rankin 12 ft. 9 in. Glued-

at Lynch’s Quay by 1960. In that year,

the Fiona/Reynolds under construction

Clinker Dinghy, built July 1956”, a lines

with his brother David, he built the third

debut in 1957.
by a narrow circular staircase. The

In late 1957 (as confirmed by Joe

In the few photos of the Lynch’s

means of ropes and pulleys. Ida Hadley,
Eric’s sister, remembers how she missed
out on all the drama because she was at
school.

International Engineering Services
www.ByrneLooby.com

Space in Eddie’s workshop behind
the Post Office had been reduced by the
1950’s due to his setting up an ancillary
printing business, ruling out boat building
there. By then, Eric had established
his workshop on Lynch’s Quay after a
brief period based at Bateman’s farm,
Bellevue. No surprise then that Eddie

BALTIMORE HARBOUR

ALEXANDRA QUAY EAST

KINSALE HARBOUR

WOOD WHARF

CORK FERRY TERMINALS

KILKEE SEA WALL

ROSSAVEEL SMALL CRAFT HARBOUR

built his next boat, a cold-moulded
dinghy, the Fiona, in the Lynch’s Quay
workshop in 1956 (fig. 2). At the same
time, Eric built her twin on commission
for a Dr Reynolds, Montenotte, Cork.
The choice of cold-moulding is
interesting. Eddie would certainly have
been aware of the new technique, e.g.,
a note of his on the Firefly around the
time of its introduction, dated 9 May
1947, refers to “skin 3/16” resin bonded

CONTACT US:

LOCH RYAN PORT

Adam Cronin, Director of Marine
ByrneLooby, 3 Westbourne Place, Cobh, Co. Cork, Ireland
Tel: +353 21 4815441 | Email: ACronin@ByrneLooby.com

moulded ply”. The original, one-design
Firefly was a moulded ply design. It was
chosen for the 1948 Olympics held in the

GEOTECHNICAL • WATER • PORTS & MARINE • ENVIRONMENTAL • INFRASTRUCTURE • RIVERS & COASTAL

of the cold-moulded dinghies and also

going strong after

an 8ft yacht tender version. These were

60+ years (see

displayed during Easter week at a Boat

banner photo

Show in Dublin that was raising funds

under title),

to send a yachting team to the Olympic

the Fiona with

Games. The Rankins won 2nd Prize in

Eddie Twomey’s

the professional builders category. This

grandson, James

third boat became Eric’s own boat and

Burke, the Helga

was named Helga.

with Owen

Only three full sized cold-moulded
dinghies were built. The three are still

Photo: Oisin MacSweeney

O’Connell, and
the Reynolds
boat (now named
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Freedom IV),
recently bought
and beautifully

Figure 1: Eddie and Eric sailing a Rankin dinghy

renovated by
John Horgan. It
must be said that without the committed
sleuthing of Maurice Kidney, the Helga
and Reynolds boat might not be back in
Cobh. Of the yacht tenders, more than
one may have been built; one, at least,
survives and was recently renovated by
Jim Walsh, Nohoval, to serve a traditional
yacht in Crosshaven.
Eric may have been incentivised to
explore methods of “mass production”

based on what he experienced at Fairey
Marine which led to the clinker version of
what subsequently became the standard
Rankin dinghy. The clinker version would
be less labour intensive to produce than
the cold-moulded one. In any case, my
father told me that Eric adapted the

A Rankin good time

forms of the cold-moulded dinghy to
make the clinker one, “agus sin scéal
eile”.

I hadn’t been in a small dinghy for many years,
not since the days of the 12 ft Vagabonds in
Monkstown Bay, writes Tom MacSweeney
So getting into the Rankin dinghy

my weight to ensure the boat stayed

There is intensity of memory within

demanded more athleticism than aboard

upright. Clearly, it was a long time since

centenary celebration and also hope

my Sigma 33, Scribbler, alongside which

that had caused me concern in a boat.

for the future. My hope is that future

my Rankin transport had arrived.

Thankfully, there wasn’t a problem, it was

generations continue to enjoy sailing in

upright all the way.

the harbour. My concern is that, over

It was an occasion of
commemoration and looking to the

But sailing does have its ‘ups-and-

the years in which I have sailed in the

future, while remembering the past

downs’ and a hundred years brings many

harbour, more areas of it have silted up

which brought me to the Rankin fleet at

changes as the years roll by, both good

and become a limiting factor on sailing.

Whitepoint in May of 2018 for one of my

times and more difficult.

great memories in sailing.
I had been giving coverage in

Cobh sailing has seen and

How great it would be if areas once
available were opened up again – access

experienced them all under the famous

past East Ferry and up to Ballinacurra,

my writings and broadcasting to the

landmark of St.Colman’s Cathedral which

easier access to Aghada and even into

revival of the Rankins, the boats about

has also weathered many years.

Whittegate for yachts.

which there is so much pride in Cobh.

So has Cove Sailing Club and a

And so I had been invited to join the

centenary achievement is to be relished

as much of this great harbour be open

commemorative sail to Crosshaven,

and appreciated.

to those of us who traverse it for leisure

Dreamtime perhaps, but shouldn’t

crewing on board John Doyles Rankin.

as well as its usage for commercial

In a stiff breeze the course took the

purposes? After all, is the harbour not for

fleet under Haulbowline Bridge and then
on a beat to Crosshaven, ending with
enjoyable hospitality, talk about sailing in
the harbour and, of course, in the day it
was, recalling memories of sailing..
Along the way, as the Rankin heeled
to the wind, I had rapidly tried to adjust

Tom MacSweeney is a marine
journalist, Deputy Editor of the
Marine Times, a correspondent for
The Echo and afloat.ie and presents
“This Island Nation” radio programme
on stations around the country

all of the people?
Cork Harbour is a great place to sail
and hopefully will into the future, even in
these days of commercial domination of
the harbour, continue to be so.
Happy centenary to Cove SC and
every good wish for the future.

Photo’s: Brian Curtis

Paul’s daughter gave him directions to a
music shop in Brest. As we were sailing
to L’aberwrach he could get the bus to
Brest. (God works in mysterious ways).
Sunday July 25

Déjá Vu Cruise
In 2004, Brian Curtis and a group of friends take a
Sun Odyssey 37 on a cruise to Britany, the Channel
Islands and Cornwall

We woke to the sound of yachts heading
off on the next stage of their journey.
We were setting off for Port Conger in
St. Agnus Island 4nm away. The tide was
falling as we dropped anchor and went
aground in front of the Turks Head Inn,
there were people from forty cruisers. We
put out our spare anchor to hold our boat
head to wind. The clientele of the Turks

Race experts on tactics on how to win an

visited the yacht club to wet our parched

Head had now focused on what was

international regatta.

lips and had a great view of the marina

happening in the bay below. How the

and harbour from the bar window. I

roles change on many occasion I have

Scilly Isles to Brittany

purchased a L’Abarwrach Yacht club

November/ December 2003

as an Irish ship and can carry 13.1 ton

hrs the lines are cast off and we are

looked on at incidents like this and said,

At 2100 hours we hauled up anchor

Burgee for my collection. Having had an

The big questions was where to go

of cargo. (This will come in handy when

making way from Kennedy Pier under

“how did they make that mistake and

set a course of 145 degrees in a 7.5 kn

excellent meal we progressed to sample

cruising in the summer of 2004. The

we are bringing back the bottles of wine

the Cathedral. We motor out to the Spit

why don’t they do...” Now it is our turn

NW wind heading for the Brittany coast

a number of Bars/cafes to taste the local

Scilly Isles? France but which coast?

from France).

Lighthouse and the main sail is hoisted

to be that actor on centre stage and not

arriving Monday July 26 The passage at

brew this was purely for research and

The sun is shining the wind is from the

knowing what is going to happen next.

night was without incident. The sunrise

for to get an understanding of Breton

at 04.40 hrs brightened up the horizon to

culture.

North or West?
The decision was made early in

July arrives fast with Ford Week. We

Two hours later the tide lifted us

competed in the Echo class in Foxy Lady

South West as we reached Roche’s Point

the new year to go to Brittany, Channel

a Sun Odyssey 35 owed by my brother

we had 23 knots of wind and point the

off and we retrieved our second anchors

give us a clear view as we entered French

Islands and then home via the South

Eric. Who had a successful week winning

bow to 146 degrees and head for our

and went ashore as if nothing had

waters. We could clearly see the rocks

Tuesday July 27

Coast of England. There were cruising

the overall Echo class, with 38 boats

next way point in the Scilly Isles 140nm

happened and walked up to the Turks

and rocks and more rocks that depict

Brian F headed to Brest by bus to visit

books and, almanac’s to read and Charts

competing. Little did I know at that time

away. Our Speed Over Ground (SOG)

Head and sampled their best brew. we

the Brittany Coast. Photos illustrate the

the music shop. Tom and I headed to

to plot. I also attended a Passage-

that Eric’s victory in Ford week would be

speed was 7.8 knots.

engaged conversation with a couple of

depth and numbers of these rocks. One

see L’Abarwrach while Alan and Tadhg

planning course with Eddie English in

used by the crew of Déjå vu at a later

the International Sailing Canter in Cobh.

date in our trip to the Scilly Isles!

This is a “must do” when planning a

boat owners from Poole in the UK who

has to witness it to see just how eerie the

caught up with lost sleep. We had dinner

Saturday July 24

commented on our performance of earlier

coastline is.

on board that evening. We discovered in

The wind died down to 6kn as we

in the day. Tommy mentioned to them

voyage to the Scilly Isles, or beyond. I

Monday July 19 - Five days to D-day

approached the Scilly’s at 10.00hrs on

that we had won the echo class in Cork

easy we followed the port and starboard

a night cap and we retired early as we

used Passage planning software to plan

Brian F has arrived from Australia and

Saturday. We entered St. Mary’s Sound

Week this year and all of a sudden we

marks. It was clearly visible that the

were setting off next morning for Perris

the various ports of call, tides, watches,

is ready to go. Alan and Tadhg have

having completed a passage time of

had gone from “typical Irish sailors who

distance from low water mark to high

Guirec at 06.00 hrs local French time.

routes etc. These were referenced in

completed their Leaving cert exams, Tom

20hrs and 55 minutes. Our intent was

do not know how to moor a boat” to

water mark was12 meters. We first

parallel with admiralty charts.

has his hair and beard trimmed and his

to stay in St Mary’s until Sunday night

Wednesday 28 July

bags are packed.

and head for L’AberWrach at 2200 Hrs

Lines were slipped as we departed the

Sunday evening, after paying a visit to

marina in L’ Aberwrach there was no

The Brittany Crew were Tom
Noonan, Alan Curtis and Tadhg Hawes

Entering L’ Ararwrach harbour was

France café’s close at 22.00 hrs, we had

both studying for their leaving cert in

Thursday July 22

the famous inn on St Agnus Island “The

other sign of life the gulls were not even

June and Brian Flanagan arriving back

Tom, Brian F, Alan and Sarah bring Déjå

Turks Head”. This visit was for historical

awake. Setting a course of 74 degrees

from Australia for a six-week holiday

vu from Kinsale up the coast to Cobh s.

reasons and It was purely coincidental

for Perris Guirec 68 nm away. Our route

in Ireland. The boat is a Jeanneau

They tied up at Kennedy Pier to enable

that they were also serving ale, beer and

takes us along the northern coast of

Sun Odyssey 37 with a 37hp engine,

the supplies and gear to be brought on

other refreshments on the premises.

Brittany through Ile De Batz and between

Bermudan rig and cursing spinnaker.

board and stored. A number of people

As we were preparing dinner a

Archipel des Sept Iles and Ploumanach

call down to wish us well. Joe Hawes

French yacht was looking for a berth so

then turn SE into Perros Guirec. Entering

June 2004

(Tadhg’s father) presented me with a

they tied up alongside us for the night.

the marina through a gate that is open

I purchased courtesy flags for France,

ships bell engraved with “Déjå vu 2004”.

We invited them on board for a quiet

from 15.00hrs to 16.30hrs. If we miss

Brittany, Jersey and Guernsey. Also

Alan and Tadhg were designated the

drink. Brian F produced his bagpipes and

this window (the harbour gate closes)

contacted Customs and Excise to make

night watchmen, staying on board until

tin whistle the night was just beginning.

we have to go 47 nm further on to

sure had the correct documentation

we set sail the following day.

Jean Paul and his crew had set out from

Lezardrieux, as Perros Guirec harbour

Brest in France 36 hours earlier. After

dries out.

as we were leaving the EU in France
to go to non EU countries Jersey and

Friday July 23

a few Murphy’s there memory of the

Guernsey before re-entering the EU in

Roches Point to the Scilly Isles

trip was well behind them. Brian F was

side and the cathedral spire stood out

England. Déjå vu was officially registered

We are now ready to roll. At 14.45

looking for a reed for his bagpipes Jean

amongst the buildings. Having arrived

Roscoff was on our starboard

We established there is a large similarity
between Irish and Brittany music since
both descended from the Celts. We also
discovered that morning light transfers
very fast from the late evening darkness.
Our hosts dropped us back to the marina
where we had a sleeping breakfast and
later that day I recall that the crew
developed headaches most probably
from sleeping past noon in the heat,
they assured me it was not related to the
night be fore’s cultural exchange.
Sunday August 1
Brittany to the Channel Islands
We departed Perros Guirec heading for
at Roscoff previously on the Brittany
Ferries the town took on a different
shape. We stuck rigidly to the channel
and our route on the chart plotter as the
rocks were on both sides. All to soon
we were out the other side of Ile De
Batz we changed course to 068 degrees
heading for Grande Roche Lighthouse
14 miles away. At 14.20hrs Alan spotted
a fishing boat in distress with three
fishermen on board. I took out the chart
and showed him that we would miss the
gate if we towed his boat to Landrellec.
He showed me a “short cut “through a
maze of rocks that would take me there
in one half hour. The almanac, Pilot
books and charts show this coast as a
“no go area” We took them in toe and
headed for Landrellec as we got nearer I
hailed a boat and ask if he would tow the
fishing boat the remaining half mile. Tom
handed each fishermen a parting can
of Murphy’s, they probably wished they
were staying on board to help us off load
our ballast of Murphy’s.
I always knew that the marina gates
at Perros Guirec would be the hardest
time schedule to keep. The other tidal
gates at St. Peters Port, St Helier, and
Penzance all had longer opening times.
The pressure on all of us to get the boat
from Landrellec to Perros Guirec was
immense and when you look at the chart
you would not take that route without
local knowledge. We also had a full tide
that helped us, It was a relief to be tied
up in Perros Guirec . Tommy cooked a
meal on board with French Potatoes and

Jersey. On entering St. Helier we had to
Campbell’s meatballs washed down with

stop as the traffic lights, Red lights were

a local chardonnay. Brian F, Alan and

on, we were in a queue while the Sea

Tadhg went on a scouting trip to observe

Cat ferry was leaving the port. We tied

the local bars and nightlife.

up alongside French and a Dutch yacht.
A skipper from a English yacht handed

Thursday 29 July

me an article out of today’s newspaper

We went walk about and looked at

referring to Ireland’s sailing team

the dried out harbour with the marina

performance in leading the Commodores

enclosed by a Dam like stone wall. When

Cup in Cowes. Having registered with

Brian F and the lads were out the night

the port operations, we headed into St.

before they were invited to a Bar-b-Q at

Helier town. After finding our bearings we

Perros Guirec Fishing and Sailing club. We

decided to eat in an Italian restaurant.

gathered up some Murphy’s, and had to

There was no Murphy’s so Tommy and

revert to boy scouts tracking skills as our

Brian F settled for bottled Guinness.

crew forgot to ask were the club house
is located. On location the Bar-B-Q Brian

Monday August 2

F produced his tin whistle and Tommy

We left the harbour at 10.35hrs heading

gave a rendering of Irish dances that had

west towards La Corbiere light house

not been witnessed in Brittany before.

then heading NNW for St Peters port the

Thursday August 5

distance was 28 Nm. The wind was from
the East and we also had the tide with

Wednesday August 4

We castoff from Mayflower marina at

us. We arrived in St. Peters Port at two

The fog started to lift as Star point

10:00hrs and headed out the channel

in the afternoon. It started to rain and

Lighthouse came into view at 04.00 hrs

on route to Penzance in Cornwall. Also

s continued until the following morning.

as we approached the south coast of

leaving the Plymouth Sound was HMS

St. Peters Port is an old fishing port and

England we could make out Salcomb

Cornwall heading west on manoeuvres.

its memorabilia reflected the part the

harbour as the street and town lights lit

At one stage we lost all electronic data on

port played in the Second World War. We

up the night sky. We entered Plymouth

the instruments. We believe due to HMS

visited St Helier Yacht club there was a

Sound at 06.10 hrs. The Brittany Ferries

Cornwall jamming the electronic signals.

burgee presented to the club from RCYC

vessel “Pont Avon” which is regularly on

By lunchtime the SSW wind had risen to

after a triangular race from the late

the Cork to Roscoff route every Saturday

18kn. We expected to complete the 64nm

nineties. The barman we learned had

was also entering port. Tom was

in ten hours, arriving in Penzance around

taken part in Ford Cork week in 2002 and

returning to Cork. Brian F took him to

21.00hrs. We passed the entrance to

he also informed us that three yachts

Plymouth Airport. Plymouth is a seafaring

Falmouth at 16.00hrs and rounded Lizard

from Guernsey took part in this year’s

city with a large naval base. It is also the

Point at 17.50hrs. We passed Newlyn,

Cork Week. Very few Irish Boats visit st

location for Princess Yachts.

Mouse hole and St. Michael Mount. We

Peters port.
Tuesday August 3
We did some site seeing. It is not
possible to use Guernsey currency in
the UK therefore all loose change was
spent. Guernsey and Jersey are Duty
Free and are not in the EU. Alcohol and
tobacco were cheaper than in Ireland.
So we stocked up for the return journey.
At 16.45 we headed out of St Peters Port
harbour on route to Plymouth on the
south coast of England. After obeying
the traffic lights we headed northeast
up Little Russell channel passing marker
Roustel on starboard and heading into a
fog bank we had 82nm to go. Visibility
was reduced to 5 meters.

entered the harbour to a berth on the

western wall. There was a great holiday

Long ships light house before crossing

GPS recorded our SOG as 12.9 knots

atmosphere in Penzance. We settled for

the traffic separation zones.

and the boat Log recorded 12.3 knots

steaks, mushrooms, and chips washed

through the water.

down with a bottle or two of red wine

Saturday August 7

and we were refuelled to head out to

The wind increased to 20 knots, the

we now faced we made the decision

see Penzance at night.

barometer reading had dropped over

to head for Kinsale 33nm to go. We

night. Our weather front was passing

changed our heading to 296 degrees the

Friday August 6

sooner than we had expected. We put

wind was from the East and blowing 20

Cornwall to Cork

in a second reef around 13.00 hrs and

knots, it was raining and visibility was

The gate opened at 19:30hrs. Sailing

found that the furling headsail sheet

poor. We were counting down the miles

overnight to East Ferry a distance of

had wrapped around the base of the

as we scanned the misty horizon to get

168 nm, due to arrive in Cork harbour

drum and we were unable to reduce

our first glimpse of the Cork coastline

at tea time on Saturday. Our concern

the headsail area. There was a shoal

since we left Roche’s Point lighthouse

was the weather; which was giving a

of twenty dolphins swimming with the

behind us sixteen days ago. Just under

gale warning for the Fastnet and south

yacht as our SOG increased from nine

4nm from land Tadhg spotted the outline

coast of Ireland for Saturday evening.

knots to thirteen knots we were surfing

of the Sovereign’s and the old Head of

If the gale s to developed earlier in the

along the waves. The dolphins kept us

Kinsale on the horizon, later we were

day then we could have a bumpy ride

company for a while as they ducked and

able to make out the entrance to Kinsale

home or have to divert to Dunmore East

dived under the bow from side to side.

Harbour, recognising the South Cardinal

in Wexford. We rounded Lands’ End at

It was about this time that we recorded

mark on the Bulman rock. The RNLI

21.15 hrs. Then we headed north for

our highest speed on the cruise. The

inshore rib Miss Betty bouncing over the

Given the weather conditions that

waves like a gazelle in full flight heading
in our direction. Every so often it would
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ELECTRONICS

disappear in a trough of a wave only to
reappear on the crest of another. We
were relieved to find she was not looking
for us but instead the lifeboat crew were

SEA SAFETY

carrying out training drills in real rough
weather and sea conditions.
Inside Kinsale Harbour we dropped
our sails under the lee of Charles Fort

CHANDLERY

and secured a visitors space outside
a French yacht that had delayed its
return voyage to France because of the
weather. The yachts home port was

CLOTHING

Perros Guirec in Brittany a port we had
visited a week earlier. The gale that was
forecasted earlier had arrived.
We awoke on Sunday 08 August
2004 to find the sun shining through a
clear sky, the gale that had raged and
roared through the night had gone and
thankfully had left no serious damage
to the marina. The wind abated as the
morning progressed. We washed Déjå

FREE DELIVERY TO IRL & NI FOR ORDERS OVER €50 | NEXT DAY DELIVERY | WORLDWIDE SHIPPING

vu from the bow to stern. We headed
for home at 16.00hrs. Déjå vu is looking
clean and shinning in the sun ready to
go on another cruise. Back to the real
world and the “normality” of daily life
and ready to dig out the pilot books
and charts of western France to start
planning next year’s cruise. “Déjå vu
Cruise 2005 to Western France”?
(Watch this space)
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